EXHIBIT F

Laura Smith
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

noreply@civicplus.com
Thursday, March 08, 2018 1:26 PM
village
Online Form Submittal: Send Us a Message

Send Us a Message
Contact Information

Please complete the online form below to submit your questions / comments. If you
would like to contact us by phone, you may call 303- 789-2541
First Name

Graham

Last Name

Hollis

Address 1

4225 South Bellaire Circle

Address2

Field not completed.

City

Englewood

State

Co

Zip

80113-5030

Phone Number

3037956524

Email Address

qramhollisicloud.com

Questions or Comments

Please select the
department(s) your
feedback refers to:

Field not completed.

Please leave your
comments or questions
below,

I understand there is a hearing on the proposed rotary at
Quincy and Colorado Blvd in early April. Unfortunately I will be
traveling and can’t be there. I’m hearing a lot of opposition in
my neighborhood to the plan on safety/cost/aesthetic issues. I
don’t agree and feel that if this is done right this will not create
problems and will help safe traffic flow.

Email not displaying correctly? View it in your browser.

From: Dan Fuller [dan@haleycustomhomes.com]
Sent: Monday, March 12, 2018 12:00 PM
To: Earl Hoellen
Subject: Round abouts at Quincy and Colo Blvd

Earl, I live in your district, and I am writing you this email to oppose the plan to put
roundabouts along Holly and Colo Blvd. I feel that this will actually increase traffic, and
as important more than likely trigger Google Maps and Waze to give this route as an
alternate through CHV. I will ask you to oppose this as well, and to have a town hall
meeting to discuss other options that may OR may not be viable. I understand the
value to Kent Denver, but I would like to know the value true value to the city. I am
having a hard time getting my hands around this portion.
Thank you Earl

Dan Fuller
Haley Custom Homes LLC | 5211 S Quebec Street
Greenwood Village Co 80111
Direct: 303‐601‐9446 | dan@haleycustomhomes.com | www.haleycustomhomes.com

Laura Smith
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

noreply@civicplus.com
Tuesday, March 13, 2018 7:44 PM
village
Online Form Submittal: Send Us a Message

Send Us a Message
Contact Information
Please complete the online form below to submit your questions / comments. If you
would like to contact us by phone, you may call 303-789-2541.

First Name

Paul

Last Name

Rady

Address1

4 Mockingbird Lane

Address2

Field not completed.

City

Englewood

State

CO

Zip

80113

Phone Number

Field not completed.

Email Address

paulrady@comcast.net

Questions or Comments

Please select the
department(s) your
feedback refers to:

General

Please leave your
comments or questions
below.

To mayor and city council: We are opposed to the traffic circle
at Quincy and Colorado. I don’t think the mayor or council are
in tune with the resident’s wishes. We don’t want to facilitate a
“cut through”. This will only lead to more traffic through our
streets by mostly non-residents. It threatens our children, our
peacefulness, our way of life. Quincy has been our Main Street
through the village for a long long time. It is the backbone of
our tranquility. Paul Rady

Email not displaying correctly? View it in your browser.
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Laura Smith
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

John <john.lloyd@orthofi.com>
Wednesday, March 14, 2018 8:25 PM
Laura Smith
Submission for 4/3 Public Hearing – Proposed Roundabout on Quincy

John Lloyd
1010 E Layton Ave
Cherry Hills Village, CO 80113
March 14, 2018
The Honorable Mayor Christman
Cherry Hills Village City Council
2450 E. Quincy Avenue
Cherry Hills Village, CO 80113
Re: Submission for 4/3 Public Hearing – Proposed Roundabout on Quincy
Dear Mayor & City Council Members,
I think a Roundabout at Colorado and Quincy is a massive waste of tax payer money, doesn’t solve any traffic
issues, increases danger for people in the area and will only increase overall traffic on a quiet lane in the center
of our beautiful country like community. A roundabout may increase traffic throughput but any benefit will be
completely offset by more commuters using Quincy to bypass Hampden and Belleview traffic. This will only
result in Quincy becoming more crowded with traffic. Quincy is the center of Cherry Hills should be
maintained as a country like road preserving the essence and beauty of Cherry Hills Village. Please don’t
increase traffic which will only increase the danger of that area. Increased traffic flow will increase danger to
the high line canal pass through as well as school Walkers, runners and bikers.
Sincerely,

John Lloyd
720-384-4667
Sent from my iPhone
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Laura Smith
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Scott Schoelzel <scottschoelzel@mac.com>
Wednesday, March 14, 2018 8:39 PM
Laura Smith
trilog411@yahoo.com
Quincy “roundabout”

Dear Ms. Smith,
Adding a roundabout would actually increase "cut thru" traffic. All of the algorithms resident in mapping/traffic software
programs like WAZE, Google maps and Apple maps would "see" the increased traffic flow and actually direct MORE
traffic through this location. A roundabout will actually INCREASE traffic.
Please don’t incentivize more traffic with a roundabout.
Thank you,
Scott Schoelzel

Sent from my iPad (a few misspellings likely)
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Laura Smith
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Marcy Weliver <marcy@weliver.net>
Wednesday, March 14, 2018 8:44 PM
Laura Smith
Jere Weliver
Submission for 4/3 Public Hearing – Proposed Roundabout on Quincy
Roundabout CHV Letter.docx; ATT00001.htm

Dear Mayor & City Council Members,
Our family has lived in our home at 1 Random Road for over 50 years, we have watched many changes occur to
Quincy Ave. We expect change and progress to occur but we do not endorse the construction of the roundabout
at Colorado and Quincy.







We pay high taxes to live in a quiet village. We look to our city council to find ways to discourage
commuter and cut-through traffic, not to improve the flow to encourage more traffic. Many years
ago, CHV changed the access to Quincy at Clarkson and Happy Canyon to alter the traffic
pattern to disrupt the flow. That was a good change. Please work to find more options that
discourage non-resident traffic.
If the ingress and egress for Kent specific traffic is the primary issue then address those issues
specifically. Have them do staggered start times for Middle School and High School. Kent should
create another road on their property to enter and exit at Colorado Blvd or at the east side of the
intersection.
Roundabouts are great ideas for high traffic areas with little to no pedestrian or equestrian traffic,
this does not seem like a safe idea for our active village.
CHV has no business tax revenue and does not need to support neighboring business traffic.

Please reconsider your proposal on how to spend our taxes wisely, focus on how to reduce traffic, not encourage
it.

Sincerely,

Marcy & Jere Weliver
303-601-6644
1 Random Road
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Laura Smith
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

John Beggins <john.beggins@icloud.com>
Thursday, March 15, 2018 7:13 AM
Laura Smith
Honey Beggins
Quincy

Dear City Council Members,
I live at 50 Meade Lane in CHV.
I don’t believe that the people that performed the study on Quincy traffic thought of everything.
Having a circle at Quincy will have some people driving south on Colorado believing that Colorado runs south, this will
cause people that enter Kent by accident to turn around and go back through the circle, adding more traffic.
It will be impossible for children or anyone else to cross a traffic circle with cars going 15 to 20 mph without stopping.
The traffic apps and Uber and Lyft apps will direct more traffic to Quincy as fastest route adding traffic that the study
didn’t count. Also word of mouth will increase traffic as an alternative to Hampton.
This will change the heavy traffic problem from one that exists through the school year to one that exists through the
summer as well. Quincy is quite peaceful during the summer and it is the best time to live in the Village.
We should be encouraging less traffic through Quincy for non‐residents, not more. Many people that don’t live here
don’t respect our peaceful existence.
I am with the residents that oppose changing Quincy as depicted in the proposal.
Do not change Quincy!
Thank you.
John
John Beggins
President
Quandis, Inc.
303‐549‐6477
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Michael Pierzchala
5280 Sanford Cir E
Cherry Hills Village, CO 80113
3/15/18
The Honorable Mayor Christman
Cherry Hills Village City Council
2450 E. Quincy Avenue
Cherry Hills Village, CO 80113
Re: Submission for 4/3 Public Hearing – Proposed Roundabout on Quincy
Dear Mayor & City Council Members,
I am writing to convey my opposition to the proposed roundabout at Quincy and Colorado. Like
many of my neighbors in OUR village community that we call home, I have several concerns…
-

-

Poor planning
Will increase traffic cut through
o This solution is to address rush hour traffic primarily but will inherently create
traffic at non-rush hour time periods as a faster means to cut through
Increases risks for our children, families and pets
Creates added noise pollution to a place we call home and seek serenity
Not how I want to spend my tax payer dollars

In today’s political climate, the idea of “getting involved to be heard” is as important as ever.
Many have tried on a National level to limited success and we continue to be governed and pay
taxes for things we don’t believe in. To be clear, I don’t mind paying taxes…when they are right
for the community, the true betterment of a situation and/or something I believe in. But here we
are at a local level, in my own neighborhood where I am being told my tax dollars will go to
something I do not approve of, intended to fix the issue of traffic flow. That is one issue this
proposal may fix. But it creates several new problems as identified above. I do not believe this
proposal is right for OUR community nor betters an overall situation as it creates other
challenges. And it’s certainly not something I believe in.
Why are we rushing to make such a drastic change? Why not walk before we run and look at
other, lower cost solutions? And most importantly…why would we, in a city with traffic growing
hand over fist, encourage additional traffic to cut through our neighborhoods where our children
play, dogs walk and a place where we all seek our own serenity? And why are these decisions
not being made by those most immediately impacted? Just because one lives in Cherry Hills
Village does not mean they are impacted by this or can objectively see the ramifications.

Michael Pierzchala
5280 Sanford Cir E
Cherry Hills Village, CO 80113
Sincerely,
Mike Pierzchala
720-261-7374

Laura Smith
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

rtalga@aol.com
Thursday, March 15, 2018 12:35 PM
Laura Smith
#SAVEQUINCY

Mayor Christman,
I am writing in strong opposition to the round-a-bout planned for the Quincy/Colorado intersection. I have lived on
Covington for 12 years now and have seen the traffic increase so exponentially that I have to wait a great deal of time at
high times just to get in and out of my street as well as to cross Hampden. The increase in cut throughs in my
neighborhood are clearly visible during these high times and really all times as well. This increased traffic continues down
and around Mansfield and Quincy.
Our children ride their bikes to CHVE and Kent Denver. It is foreseeable that the amount of traffic and the speeds that this
traffic will take will continue to rise and will do so more with the placement of a round-a-bout. It would perilous for these
kids to have to navigate a complicated traffic procedure that, half the time, adults can't figure out.
The City is irresponsible in increasing the traffic flow, speed and inherent and substantial cost imposed on residents and
children.
Add stop signs. Add speed bumps. Vary start times. Don't add ways to make it easier and faster for drivers to travel
through Cherry Hills Village. Make it so Waze, Google and other navigation systems don't continue to bring higher speeds
and increased traffic flow through our 25 and 30 mile an hour roads.
Please be responsible with our money, our neighborhood and our children.
Lisa Adams
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Laura Smith
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Caroline Adams <carolineadams1994@gmail.com>
Thursday, March 15, 2018 12:48 PM
Laura Smith
#savequincy

Mayor Christman,
I am writing to stop the proposed construction of a roundabout on Quincy Ave. For a multitude of reasons, I,
and my community, feel that this will be a massive detriment to our neighborhood, our traffic, and the flow of
people through our community.
Having grown up close to these cross streets, and consistently riding my bike for recreation and for
transportation to school/friends' homes, the increased traffic will certainly take away the ability to use these
streets safely. I knew friends who were killed in Denver on their bikes because of the increased traffic and
MPH. This is not something you want.
My hope is that you take our entire community's signatures, emails and asks seriously.
Sincerely,
Caroline Adams
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Laura Smith
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Kathryn Beggins <hbeggins@aol.com>
Thursday, March 15, 2018 5:40 PM
Laura Smith
ICE John Beggins
Save Quincy

Dear Mayor and City Council Members,
I have been a resident of Cherry Hills Village for the last 15 years, and I currently reside at 50 Meade
Lane. I use Quincy on a daily basis and am very much opposed to the idea of a traffic circle at
the intersection of Quincy and Colorado Boulevard for the following reasons:
(1) Moving the entrance to Kent Denver will confuse drivers not familiar to the area. They will more
than likely continue southbound into Kent Denver only to have to turn around,
(2) During the summer months and on weekends, the school traffic concerns are not an issue, and
the traffic circle will not be needed. The pedestrian, bike and horse traffic will definitely be affected
by the elimination of a stop sign and traffic moving at a minimum of 15 mph, and
(3) Uber, Lyft and Waze will all be drawn to the area to use Quincy since there will no longer be a
stop sign to slow down their ride time.
We should definitely try to encourage less traffic through our peaceful community not more. Thank
you for your consideration.

Kathryn Beggins
hbeggins@aol.com
303-691-6882
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Bradley T. Kornfeld | 5701 Piedmont Drive | Cherry Hills Village, CO 80111 | 303-800-8550 | bkornfeld@kornfeldcompanies.com

Via email: lsmith@cherryhillsvillage.com
.

March 16, 2018
Mayor Christman
Cherry Hills Village City Council
Re:

Proposed Roundabout at Quincy & Colorado Blvd.

Dear Mayor Christman & Members of City Council:
I am a resident of Cherry Hills Village (5701 Piedmont Drive), and I’m writing in strong opposition to the proposed
roundabout at Quincy and Colorado Boulevard. In addition to being a CHV resident, I’m a commercial real estate
developer. I have over 24 years of experience in working with traffic studies, roadway improvements and construction
contracts. This proposal is a terrible idea. I do not have children at Kent Denver, so I am not biased in favor of the
school.
I do not support spending over $750,000 of taxpayer money to solve a problem that occurs approximately 150 days a
year for about 45 minutes each day. This is not a daily problem. It doesn’t occur on weekends. Nor on holidays. Nor
during the summer. And it does not occur throughout the day. Spending this amount of money for what amounts to a
very limited problem is a misuse of taxpayer money. It’s reasonable to believe when actually complete this project
will cost more than the estimate—my experience in the business has shown that time and time again.
My understanding is that Kent is not increasing their enrollment with their building projects. If so, traffic along
Quincy is not increasing, and this proposed solution is not solving an escalating problem.
Adding a roundabout may actually make the problem worse. If traffic flow is perceived as improved, traffic apps such
as Waze may reroute traffic through our neighborhood, thereby increasing traffic during other times as well.
I wish the city would spend time enforcing the 30 MPH speed limit on Quincy and Holly as a way to deter traffic. I run
and walk my dogs on the paths parallel to these roadways (in addition to driving them, of course) and people constant
exceed the speed limit significantly. Rarely do I see our police officers pulling people over for speeding.
Please leave the Quincy-Colorado intersection unchanged. We can handle a crunch time of about 45 minutes on
school mornings. We already pay high taxes, and this is no way to spend upwards of $1 million.
Very truly yours,

Bradley T. Kornfeld

Laura Smith
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Laura Lopez <lauralopezkim@yahoo.com>
Friday, March 16, 2018 9:12 AM
Laura Smith
Submission for Public Hearing April 3rd- Regarding Opposition to Roundabout on
Quincy

Dear Mayor Christman and City Council Members,
I am a resident of Cherry Hills Village (4245 South Forest Circle), and I am writing to express my strong opposition to the
proposed roundabout on Colorado and Quincy. We live in the neighborhood of Cherry Hills East, which is close to both
Quincy and Dahlia.
My neighbors and I strongly oppose this roundabout because it will actually create more traffic, in particular commuter cutthrough traffic, as Waze and Google Maps direct more outside commuters via Quincy and surrounding village streets. By
eliminating the only stop sign on Quincy between Dahlia and University, the algorithms used by these apps will see the
increased speed/flow and actually direct MORE TRAFFIC onto our roads. The roundabout will not solve the problem you
are trying to address. Have you thought about these unintended consequences and come up with a long-term plan to
address how to keep commuters off of our residential roads?
Before spending $750,000 of our taxpayer money, why not try some of the more incremental solutions that have been
proposed such as Kent shifting its start time? Last year when the start times of CHVE and Kent were different, this
problem did not exist.
If the concern is police officer safety, although I have not heard of any accidents related to the current arrangement, why
not add stop signs on both sides of Quincy at the Kent entrance? At the very least, try a low-cost option first and conduct
a comprehensive study of the various alternatives and their costs.
I truly believe that this expenditure is a premature and an inappropriate use of taxpayer funds in the absence of strong
public approval. I watched in disbelief at the last meeting as $250,000 from the Parks & Recreation budget was allocated
to destroy a beautiful pathway for our citizens. What kind of town do we want to live in?
It is simply unacceptable and insupportable that the plan is to rip up the pedestrian/cycling path and put in a roundabout
that will not have a stop sign, thereby forcing anyone on foot/bike to cross two lanes of fast traffic at 30mph. What parent
is going to send their children on foot or bicycle to cross this roundabout? You should be slowing traffic down on Quincy
and making it more friendly for pedestrians and cyclists, not creating a dangerous environment for all of us.
With the recent uptick in crime in CHV, I personally think that money could be better spent in studying how to prevent mail
theft, which as you know, is on the rise in Cherry Hills Village. I spoke about this at the last meeting, and I truly hope that
the City Council thinks about creative solutions to this pervasive problem, which has ties to the rise in cut-through
traffic.
I also believe that you should study best practices around the country about keeping non-resident commuter traffic off of
our streets, as other towns have grappled with this and found ways to dissuade commuters from using residential roads.
Do not waste our taxpayer money on this ill-conceived plan for a roundabout.
Sincerely,
Laura A. Lopez, Esq.
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Laura Smith
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Liz Rollins <trilog411@yahoo.com>
Friday, March 16, 2018 2:53 PM
Laura Smith
Letter for roundabout meeting

Dear Mayor Christman and City Council Members,
I am a resident of Cherry Hills Village (1 Haystack Row), and I am writing to express my
strong opposition to the proposed roundabout at Colorado and Quincy.
I believe that this concept has not been fully thought through. I've been driving through
Lowry recently to visit a relative and they have roundabouts. We moved into CHV because
we like the Village feeling and a roundabout does not belong in this type of setting. It will
not resolve the issues that you are trying to address. It will most likely add issues such as
safety concerns for the pedestrians and cyclists.
I believe there are other ways to run traffic studies in order to fix the very minimal problem
that occurs everyday at that intersection. I think adding another 3 way stop to the Kent
Denver entrance would be an inexpensive way to test how two consecutive 3 way stops
control traffic. It would also eliminate the need for a police officer in the morning to direct
traffic. The traffic would move slower than if you would remove a traffic sign and add a
traffic circle. It would probably also deter commuters more than adding a traffic circle. We
would also save A LOT of money attempting this option. Very easy to add stop signs and
remove them. Not easy to remove a traffic circle that takes up precious open space.
Wasting our tax payers money on this type of expenditure is premature and inappropriate.
Sincerely,
Liz Rollins
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Maeve Kearney
14 Lynn Rd.,
Cherry Hills Village, CO 80113
March 16, 2018
The Honorable Mayor Christman
Cherry Hills Village City Council
2450 E. Quincy Avenue
Cherry Hills Village, CO 80113
Re: Submission for 4/3 Public Hearing – Proposed Roundabout on Quincy
Dear Mayor & City Council Members,
My name is Maeve Kearney and I want to express my opinion about the Proposed
Roundabout on Quincy. I am a young member of the Cherry Hills Village community and I have
grown up in Cherry Hills Village for most of my life. I live on Lynn Road therefore I drive on
Quincy every single day. Although there is traffic sometimes, I do not believe that is it severe
enough to cause a need for the roundabout on Quincy. I think that a roundabout would cause
more havoc and potential danger for drivers. There are many young drivers that drive on Quincy
every day that go to and from Kent Denver School, and I think that taking out the stop signs
would cause danger and allow them to drive recklessly. As you know many people use the
sidewalks in the Village for exercise or walking their dogs and as a result of a roundabout there
would be safety issues for pedestrians crossing the street at the Quincy and Colorado Blvd.
intersection as well as on the High Line Canal Trail. I also do not support the Proposed
Roundabouts on Quincy because it will give people more of a reason to drive from the Tech
Center down Quincy after work, thus causing more congestion and making Cherry Hills Village
less peaceful. Overall, I do not believe that a roundabout on Quincy is the right solution to
decrease traffic in Cherry Hills Village.
Sincerely,
Maeve Kearney
(720) 425-3381

Stephanie Feuer
6365 E Tufts Ave
Cherry Hills Village, CO 80111
[ Date ]
The Honorable Mayor Christman
Cherry Hills Village City Council
2450 E. Quincy Avenue
Cherry Hills Village, CO 80113
Re: Submission for 4/3 Public Hearing – Proposed Roundabout on Quincy
Dear Mayor & City Council Members:
I am opposed to the construction of a roundabout at the intersection of Quincy and Colorado.
We live in Charlou and in the mornings the cut through traffic is awful! It takes me sometimes
more than 15 minutes to get from Holly and Quincy to the entrance of Charlou. The roundabout
would encourage I’m afraid even more outside commuter cut-through traffic.
The roundabout potentially would put our larger community (children, pedestrians, joggers, dog
walkers, equestrian riders and cyclists) at risk with an unsafe crossing through a roundabout with
2 lanes of uninterrupted traffic allowed to travel at 30 miles per hour without a stop sign nor a
police officer. The pedestrian nature of Cherry Hills Village is a prime reason so many of us
moved here.
I would like to see that the Mayor and City Council members explore the solutions proprosed by
Kent Denver School and conduct a more comprehensive study of alternative solutions to reduce
cut-through traffic and danger to our citizens before making such a radical and expensive change
to the heart of our Village.
Sincerely,
Stephanie Feuer
303.399.2444

Laura Smith
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Ryan Branham <rwbranham@gmail.com>
Friday, March 16, 2018 4:15 PM
Laura Smith
Submission for 4/3 Public Hearing – Proposed Roundabout on Quincy
CHVCC_Branham.pdf

Dear Mayor & City Council Members,
I oppose the construction of a Roundabout at Colorado and Quincy. Please DO NOT allow this
project to move forward. The construction of a roundabout at Colorado and Quincy will result in the
following:
1.

Increased rate of traffic, by encouraging more outside commuter cut-through traffic

2.

Potential increase of crime, mail-theft and burglary

3.

An impact to general public safety – pedestrians, traffic accidents, speeding

The beauty and serenity of our village is not having traffic lights, roundabouts and excess traffic.
Please do not allow the construction of a roundabout and/or traffic lights near Quincy and Colorado.
Sincerely,

Ryan Branham
14 Blackmer Rd.
Cherry Hills Village, CO 80113

*I have attached a copy of the above to this email

-Ryan W. Branham
M: 303-619-0375 | rwbranham@gmail.com
14 Blackmer Rd. Cherry Hills Village, CO 80113
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Jean S. Addy
4660 S. Franklin St.
Cherry Hills Village, CO 80113
March 16, 2018
The Honorable Mayor Christman
Cherry Hills Village City Council
2450 E. Quincy Avenue
Cherry Hills Village, CO 80113
Re: Submission for 4/3 Public Hearing – Proposed Roundabout on Quincy
Dear Mayor & City Council Members,
I am writing in opposition to the proposed roundabout at Colorado Blvd. and Quincy. We have
had three children attend Kent Denver School and CHVE so I am very familiar with the traffic
issues at that location. I strongly disagree that a roundabout will help solve this problem.
The roundabout does not make any sense especially during high traffic times. I am sure there
will continue to be a police officer stationed at Kent Denver and that person will still need to stop
traffic for those heading east and turning into Kent and for those exiting the school. How do you
stop traffic 200 yards away from a roundabout?
In addition we have maintained a second home in Beaver Creek for over 18 years and have dealt
with the four roundabouts throughout Avon. Even after living there as long as we have, I still
find those circles to be a nightmare to maneuver and I nearly get hit once a weekend. Many
people accelerate through the circle just to make sure you cannot enter and others have no idea
which lane to maintain in order to get to where they need to go. I have personally witnessed two
cyclists being hit by vehicles not familiar with how to proceed. I cannot imagine having newly
licensed drivers trying to figure it out or children on bicycles anywhere near these difficult traffic
obstacles. Please take more time to evaluate alternative solutions for our children and students
safety. Thank you.

Jean Addy
720-318-1962

Laura Smith
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Peter Zenge <pzenge@yahoo.com>
Friday, March 16, 2018 5:07 PM
Laura Smith
Quincy roundabout

The Honorable Mayor Christman
Cherry Hills City Council
2450 E. Quincy Avenue
Cherry Hills Village, CO 80113
Re: Submission for 4/3 Public Hearing – Proposed Roundabout on Quincy
Dear Mayor & City Council Members,
Although I have only lived in Cherry Hills Village for 4 years, I felt that I needed to speak out about the
planned Quincy roundabout. My property backs onto Quincy, a little East of Dahlia, so I am already
well aware of the existing traffic on Quincy. In particular I know when there is an accident on
Hampden as I see the traffic backed up heading eastbound, crawling through the intersection at
Holly. The additional traffic makes it more difficult to leave my neighborhood to travel either direction
on Quincy.
However, I go through the Quincy-Colorado intersection every morning around 7:30. I hit traffic there,
like everyone else, and it adds probably 3 minutes to my day. And it's a great 3 minutes. I get to gaze
upon the mountains, check out the snow cover on Pikes Peak, and engage my son in discussion
about how clear or hazy the air is that day. That 3 minutes is already built into my morning schedule
and I love it. Why would I want or need to pass through that intersection any faster? And why does
anybody else need to? I don't believe there is any other time of the week, other than afternoon rushhour, where there is any delay there, and we all know the delays are caused by people cutting from
University to Holly (or vice-versa). The idea that we should make it any MORE accessible as a
shortcut just boggles my mind.
Twenty years ago I admit I used Colorado-Quincy-Holly as a way to avoid I-25 on my commute to the
Tech Center. CHV was my favorite part. I loved the bucolic nature of this rural suburb, such a change
from my normal environs at either end of my commute. Never did I imagine back then that one day I
would actually live here, let alone right on Quincy.
Please reconsider this plan. We don't need to encourage more drivers to use our Village as a shortcut
by decreasing the amount of time they need to spend here. The intersections are part of what make
Cherry Hills Village what it is, and I hope none of us want to lose the Village feel that it has today.
Sincerely,
Peter Zenge
pzenge@yahoo.com
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Laura Smith
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Hans Zeschin <hans.zeschin@gmail.com>
Friday, March 16, 2018 8:27 PM
Laura Smith
Save Quincy

Dear council member, I am a CHV resident residing on Holly st. I am writing to express my concerns on the proposed
roundabout and increased cut through traffic in our village. I would alternatively propose turning Quincy into a toll road
for people using this as a cut though, and providing residents with exception transponders. Please let me know if you
would like to discuss this alternative idea and implementation. Please keep our village safe and peaceful!
Much appreciated
Hans C Zeschin
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Laura Smith
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Traci Ayer <traciayer@mac.com>
Friday, March 16, 2018 8:44 PM
Laura Smith
Opposition to Roundabout on Quincy

Dear Mayor Christman and City Council Members,
I am a resident of Cherry Hills Village (5951 S Happy Canyon Dr.), and I am writing to express my strong opposition to the
proposed roundabout on Colorado and Quincy. We live in the neighborhood of Southmoor Vista which is very close to
both Quincy and Dahlia. I am highly concerned about the safety of our children who use the stop signs to cross Quincy at
this intersection.
My neighbors and I strongly oppose this roundabout because it will actually create more traffic, in particular commuter cutthrough traffic, as Waze and Google Maps direct more outside commuters via Quincy and surrounding village
streets. The unintended consequences will have great impact and should be considered.
Before spending $750,000 of our taxpayer money, why not try some of the more incremental solutions that have been
proposed such as Kent shifting its start time? Last year when the start times of CHVE and Kent were different, this
problem did not exist. If the concern is police officer safety, why not add stop signs on both sides of Quincy at the Kent
entrance?
Do not waste our taxpayer money on this ill-conceived plan for a roundabout.
Sincerely,
Traci Ayer
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Laura Smith
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

CHARLES BARTHOLOMEW <davisbarts67@msn.com>
Friday, March 16, 2018 9:01 PM
Laura Smith
Quincy

I strongly protest the idea of a roundabout at CO Blvd. if we are able to spend money it ought to be spent on
discouraging and slowing traffic on Quincy. Not making it a pipeline to and from the Tech Center.
Sent from my iPhone
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Laura Smith
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Beth Levy <lbeth12345@gmail.com>
Saturday, March 17, 2018 9:37 AM
Laura Smith
Roundabout at Quincy/Colorado

My wife, Beth Levy, and I have lived at 4226 S Forest CIr for 17 years and Beth was born and raised in this same
neighborhood. We are both very against adding a roundabout to the corner of Quincy/Colorado. We not only think this
will direct more traffic to this area but we also think it will reduce the safety by not requiring full stops on all corners as
is the case now.
We hope that you will consider the opinion and that of others who would be greatly and negatively affected in this
neighborhood that is filled with children .
Robert S Schwartz, M.D. and Beth Levy
Sent from my iPad
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March 17, 2017
VIA REGULAR MAIL AND EMAIL
The Honorable Mayor Christman
Cherry Hills Village City Council
2450 E. Quincy Avenue
Cherry Hills Village, CO 80113
Re: Submission for 4/3 Public Hearing – Proposed Roundabout on Quincy
Dear Mayor and City Council Members,
We are writing this letter to voice our opposition to the proposed roundabout at Quincy
and Colorado. We signed the SaveQuincy petition and agree with the reasons set forth in
that petition. More specifically, we are opposed to the roundabout because:
1. A roundabout will make it more difficult for pedestrians, cyclists, and especially
kids biking to CHVE to cross Quincy and Colorado. Eliminating the morning
traffic officer (which is currently paid for by Kent, not CHVE taxpayers) and
installing medians which will require kids on bikes to dodge one lane of traffic
with no stop or yield signs and hordes of teen drivers is a terrible idea. If the
Council wants to reduce traffic in the morning, why not make it easier, instead of
virtually impossible, for kids to bike to school?
2. Replacing the stop signs at Quincy and Colorado with a roundabout will cause a
higher volume of traffic to move at faster pace at that intersection, creating
additional risks for pedestrians crossing the Highline Canal on both Quincy and
Colorado. Both crossings are just a few hundred feet from the proposed
roundabout. These risks are amplified by the fact that non-resident commuters
may not be familiar with, or care as much about, the Highline Canal pedestrian
crossings.
3. The vistas and beautiful, old trees that will be destroyed by the installation of a
large concrete roundabout cannot be restored. This will change the character of
CHV and is contrary to the Council’s own mission to preserve the semi-rural
nature of CHV.
4. A roundabout will attract more non-resident commuters trying to avoid heavy
congestion on Hampden and Belleview, especially with the use of apps like
WAZE. This will lead to more traffic and crime in our neighborhood.
5. It is not the CHV taxpayers’ responsibility to provide a Hampden/Belleview
bypass for non-residents commuters. We should be making it less, not more,
attractive for commuters to treat our neighborhood as a bypass.
6. Temporarily alleviating traffic at Quincy & Colorado will eventually cause
bottlenecks at other locations where there are lights or stop signs, such as Quincy

& University, Quincy & Dahlia, Quincy & Holly, Quincy & Ivy, Quincy &
Happy Canyon, and Colorado & Mansfield. It will be just a matter of time before
Council is spending millions of dollars to “fix” those intersections too.
We are also concerned about the manner in which the Council appropriated funds for this
project. At previous Council meetings, residents voiced strong objections to the
roundabout and urged the use of less drastic measures, such as allowing Kent to change
its start time. In light of these many objections, we could not comprehend how the
Council justified the immediate appropriation of taxpayer funds and called several
council members in an attempt to understand the urgency and motivation for this project.
We were told that the decision to appropriate funds was based, at least in part, on a
general CHV survey about a year ago in which some residents complained of local
traffic. For the record, we have not talked to anyone who recalls receiving or responding
to this survey. We’d like to know:
1.
2.
3.

4.

How many residents actually responded to this survey and complained of
traffic?
Whether the people who complained about the traffic in general support the
proposed roundabout, or less drastic measures?
Whether the number of survey responses exceeds the number of residents who
have signed the SaveQuincy petition. (As of today, there are more than 700
signatures and counting.)
How many CHV taxpayers actually support the proposed roundabout?

Since we did not respond to the general survey, here is our perspective on local traffic,
for what its worth. We drive, cycle or walk our dog on Quincy and Colorado almost
every day. The vast majority of the time, there is very little traffic on these roads.
During peak morning hours on days when school is in session, there is congestion around
Kent and especially CHVE. In our opinion, this is due in part to the fact that CHVE
changed its start time to 8 am, since it was not as bad last year. In fact, on Wednesdays,
when Kent and CHVE start at different times, traffic is better. In any event, even during
the height of rush hour, we have never waited in traffic at the intersection of Quincy &
Colorado for more than 5-10 minutes and can usually avoid it altogether by leaving a
little earlier or later, or just taking a different route. To us, tolerating some rush hour
traffic is inevitable when living near a major city like Denver and is not a huge deal,
especially if it means preserving the semi-rural character of our neighborhood.
Due in part to the speed with which the Council acted after the last meeting, most
residents were not even aware of the $30,000 study, or the $750,000 appropriation of
taxpayer funds for a roundabout. Although a few residents are undecided, we have not
spoken to a single person who supports a roundabout, or especially the Council’s hasty
actions. Whether they ultimately support or reject the roundabout, residents should have
the opportunity to consider the need for an expensive proposal that will divert funds from
other projects and change the landscape of Quincy forever. And, the Council members
should vote for what their constituents want. To summarize, before spending nearly a

million dollars on a project of questionable value that few taxpayers support, we urge you
to consider a simpler solutions, or at the very least, listen to and act in accordance with
your constituents.

Sincerely,

Lynne and Michael Sullivan
Home: 303-777-5206

Laura Smith
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Karen Keehan Odendahl <karenkeehan@hotmail.com>
Monday, March 19, 2018 8:16 AM
Laura Smith
I love roundabouts

However, I do not love paying $750,000 of taxpayer money to install one at Quincy & Colorado. I understand this is for
traffic easing but it seems other alternatives could be as or more effective (Kent moving their start time).
Please consider this note representative of a citizen opposed to the roundabout installation on Quincy.
Thank you,
Karen Keehan Odendahl
3951 S Hudson Way
CHV
Sent from Mail for Windows 10
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Laura Smith
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Howard A Schirmer, Jr. <schirmerha@aol.com>
Monday, March 19, 2018 9:02 AM
Laura Smith
Corrected copy

Laura,
Please send this version to the City Council. I have corrected a few typos that were in my initial email.
Many thanks,
Howard Schirmer
From: Howard A Schirmer, Jr. [schirmerha@aol.com]
Sent: Sunday, March 18, 2018 7:42 PM
To: Laura Christman; Laura Smith
Cc: Al Blum; Randy Weil; Earl Hoellen; Mike Gallagher; Dan Sheldon; Katy Brown
Subject: Opposition to Roundabout - PLEASE READ THIS
Laura,
Please be sure that this is included in the materials sent to the Council members.
I am a close neighbor to the proposed roundabout and live at 4100 E. Quincy Ave. I oppose the proposed roundabout for
the reasons enumerated below. I am a civil engineer that has worked on the design of many streets, highways and
sections of the Interstate system.
I spoke at the initial hearing on the Kent application and supported Kent's need for the new Upper Class Building (our
house is the closest home to the new classroom building). The roundabout surfaced during that hearing and was frankly a
surprise.
In my view, there are other alternates that need to be explored and tried before a roundabout, that is an irreversible
project, at great cost to the City and Kent. Before I list the reasons for my concerns, let me send on some ideas to
mitigate traffic. I should preference them by saying slowing traffic near Kent to 15 to 20 MPH during preschool to after
school hours could help us in the Village to stop cross town traffic.
1) Stagger start times for Kent and Cherry Hills Village Elementary School,
2) Offer incentives for car pooling and busing (tuition reduction for families so committed, preferred parking for car
poolers, more busing from pickup points including use of Colorado and Hampden church parking lots as pickup points),
3) Encourage more biking (with tuition incentives for those who so commit), and
4) Look at a lane entry from the traffic coming from the west with traffic mixing occurring on Kent property,
There could be many more great ideas, I am sure.
I am against the roundabout for these principal reasons:
1) Safety - There are a lot of global studies that say there is a reduction in accidents and, in particular fatalities, when
roundabouts are installed. However, THERE IS LITTLE WRITTEN ABOUT SAFETY AT ROUNDABOUTS AT SCHOOL
ENTRIES. Here are some statistics about accidents near schools that I can find at
https://www.safekids.org/sites/default/files/alarming_dangers_in_school_zones.pdf.



5 teen school deaths every week in the US
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13% increase in the pedestrian death rate for 12 to 19 year olds (Kent's current student population), and
15 to 19 year olds made up 26% of all children accidents and 1/2 of pedestrian fatalities.

I also believe that we have new student drivers who may have difficulty with navigating a roundabout (possibly distracted
by cell phones and ear phones ).
2) Grading - I have never seen a roundabout constructed on an angle. The topography is such that to make a horizontal
plane, there will be massive grading. And, having an eccentrically aligned roundabout, largely on Kent's property, will
cause more issues. What about road cyclers?
3) Cost - I am adamantly opposed to the cost associated for this project, both for the City and Kent. The impact to fund the
landscaping from Parks and Recreation is large and out of scale with our other needs.
I urge you to oppose the project as now proposed. You all need to do better in reviewing and approving the Kent project.
Howard Schirmer
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Laura Smith
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Leslie Schirmer <lesliemschirmer@gmail.com>
Monday, March 19, 2018 9:13 AM
Laura Christman; Laura Smith; Al Blum; Randy Weil; ehollen@cherryhillsvillage.com;
mgallagher@cherryvillage.com; Dan Sheldon; kbrowm@cherryhillsvillage.com
Quincy roundabout

I am a mother of three and a grandmother of four and a resident of Cherry Hills Village for over 25 years. I am
concerned about the proposed roundabout for several reasons.
This is a major change in our village. You may have the legal right to do this, but not the moral or ethical right. This is
our city and a proposal of this magnitude should be carefully and fully discussed, along with other options, then voted
on by the residents. We feel that we are being railroaded and not considered.
Kent has encouraged students to ride bikes to school. How can they navigate a roundabout? I am especially thinking
about the students from the north side of Quincy. What about the walkers and runners? Bikers? Granted that Kent has
a roundabout on campus, but the Quincy roundabout would be a completely different thing. Kent has many young
teenage drivers, distracted by friends, head phones, cell phones, speed... This is a recipe for disaster!
With a roundabout, traffic can roar thru our village with no stops from University to Dahlia. This will only encourage
more drive through traffic. We need more stops, not fewer.
Taking money from Parks and Recreation to fund this is a bad idea. We citizens of Cherry Hills Village love our parks.
Will we love a "park" in the middle of a roundabout?
How is this going to improve our quality of life? From my view you will be using our tax money to endanger our children
and grandchildren and to increase traffic. Let us step back and study this and let the citizens of Cherry Hills Village
decide if this is in our best interest.
You can be sure that we will keep this all in mind when it is time to vote for our Mayor and City Council in the next
elections.
Thank you for reading this.
Leslie Schirmer
4100 E Quincy Avenue
Sent from my iPad
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Laura Smith
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Graig Weisbart <graig.weisbart@gmail.com>
Monday, March 19, 2018 1:25 PM
Laura Smith; Shanti Chacko; Graig Weisbart
proposed round-about

Dear Mayor and City Council Members,
As a resident of Cherry Hills Village, I would like to express my opposition to the proposed roundabout on
Colorado and Quincy. I have lived in the village for 24 years and my parents moved to the Village in 1965 until
their passing.
We have always valued the semi-rural atmosphere and are strongly in favor of maintaining that nature. Further,
I am very concerned about the increased traffic due to non-Cherry Hills residents, and people who have
business in Cherry Hills. Quincy has become a huge pass through for commuters to and from the Tech Center
and to avoid the traffic on Hampden and Belleview.
This is only going to get worse as developments continue to grow around us. I do not see how a round about
will discourage this activity, quite the contrary. This is the most important issue to me.
I also walk my dog daily crossing Quincy and Colorado, and am concerned about young children and bikers
accidents with cars who do not slow down at the cross-walk.
I know there is a back up during school time at Kent, but there must be some other simpler, less-expensive
solutions. Further $750,000 is a huge expense for just this item. I would like to see a hold placed on the project
in favor of a complete study to see what can be done to mitigate the situation, discourage excess traffic, and
save money. Once that study has been completed I would like you to release the results to the community
before you arbitrarily make decisions about spending so much money.
Regards,
Graig Weisbart and Shanti Chacko
4205 S. Forest Circle

-Graig Weisbart
303-349-6167
graig.weisbart@gmail.com
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From: Mark G. Murphy [mmurphy@ThunderBasinOrtho.com]
Sent: Tuesday, March 20, 2018 8:03 AM
To: Laura Christman; Randy Weil; Earl Hoellen; Al Blum; Mike Gallagher; Dan Sheldon; Katy Brown
Subject: Quincy traffic

Dear Mayor Christman and City Council Members,
I am a Cherry Hills Village homeowner (1015 E Tufts Avenue) and Kent parent and take great interest in
the controversy regarding the Kent Expanded Use Permit and the problems with traffic congestion and
safety on Quincy Avenue.
I agree that traffic generated by Kent during the morning peak traffic hour contributes to the
congestion. However, the construction of a new Upper School Building without expansion of the size of
the student body or addition of more than 1 custodial employee does not worsen the traffic situation
and Kent traffic volumes occur with a brief but intense period in the morning and a more moderate but
longer period in the afternoon. Tying the expanded use permit to a Kent land donation for a traffic circle
for a longstanding problem of which Kent is only a partial contributor is unfair and opportunistic.
The change of Cherry Village Elementary School start time to 8:00 AM this year seems to have acutely
exacerbated the congestion problem. I understand that city staff, Council and administration of the city
are not optimistic about their ability to influence Cherry Creek School District about the starting time at
CHVE. However, I believe the city commissioned traffic study from October 2017 shows on page 19 that
cut through traffic is an enormous contributor to congestion: “The origin‐destination study confirms the
prevailing thought that many of the vehicle trips on city roadways such as Quincy Avenue and Colorado
Boulevard are vehicle trips cutting through the city. These data suggest that during the peak periods of
the day, 44‐60% of the traffic in the city might be a vehicle passing through the city.”
The nascence of real time traffic and route information through apps like Waze and Google maps has
changed the driving habits of commuters ever in search of quicker, less congested routes. The ability of
these apps to quickly find the path of least resistance is stunning. The continued expansion of
commercial, office and residential facilities in the Denver Tech Center as well as the overall growth of
our area ( 19% population growth in Arapahoe county in the last 10 years) has placed increased pressure
during peak commute hours on Belleview and Hampden as major east‐west traffic corridors. When they
get congested traffic spills over through our residential streets causing congestion, safety concerns, and
delays
( apparently over 50 seconds at some of the intersections around Quincy Ave ).
Facilitating the flow of traffic with a traffic circle will encourage more near term traffic volumes as the
route will be recommended real time until it is not any faster than the congested traffic on Hampden
and Belleview. If you build it, they will come, more and more of them.
Instead of spending close to or over a million dollars to address this problem with a traffic circle ( have
you witnessed the chaotic debacle at the traffic circles in Beaver Creek on weekend mornings?) , why
not consider banning through traffic during peak hours of 7AM to 9AM and 3PM to 6 PM weekdays
while school is in session at Quincy/University, Quincy/Happy Canyon, Holly/ Belleview,
Dahlia/Hampden, Albion/Hampden or like Greenwood Village just prohibit it altogether (5 signs @ ~
$250. each). This might be an effective, inexpensive way to address what is likely the largest cause of
congestion, the cut throughs, who don’t contribute any revenue by their passage and now threaten to
cost the City a million or more dollars to construct a roundabout to accommodate their traffic. I also
have concerns about the degradation of our scenic and pastoral vistas and compromising the safety of
bikers, walkers, and equestrians. Let’s keep it semi‐rural.

Thanks for your consideration.
Mark Murphy

NOTICE: This email may contain PRIVILEGED and CONFIDENTIAL information and is
intended only for the use of the specific individual(s) to which it is addressed. If you are not the
intended recipient of this email, you are hereby notified that any unauthorized use, dissemination
or copying of this email or the information contained in it or attached to it is strictly prohibited.
You may be subject to penalties under law for any improper use or further disclosure of any
Protected Health Information in this email. If you have received this email in error, please delete
it and immediately notify the sender of this email by reply mail. Thank you.

Seth S Terry
4285 S Bellaire Cir
Englewood, CO 80113

20 MAR 2018
The Honorable Mayor Christman
Cherry Hills City Council
2450 E. Quincy Avenue
Cherry Hills Village, CO 80113
Re: Submission for Public Hearing 4/3 - Proposed Roundabout at Quincy

Dear Mayor Christman,
Please add this letter to what I hope is a growing stack of opposition to the planned infrastructure change near
the intersection of Quincy and Colorado Boulevard.
My family and I feel that adding a roundabout sufficient in size to accommodate emergency vehicles would
destroy the character of the immediate area in which we bought our home nearly fifteen years ago. Not only
would the infrastructure likely prove an eyesore and a degradation of the beautiful vista currently available at
this vantage point, it would also negatively impact trail crossings that define Cherry Hills and that we use
frequently. Further, in this age of readily available GPS navigation, even if this project is immediately
successful at streamlining traffic flow, it will not alleviate congestion. If you build for traffic, it will come –
transforming Quincy from a rural road to a major and dangerous thoroughfare.
Yes, traffic can prove sticky along this section and I would prefer such were not the case. However, currently
when the traffic heavy, cars move only very slowly at the entrance to our neighborhood. I cringe to think
about cars that no longer have to prepare for a four-way stop sign. My STRONG desire is that nothing be done
to alter the existing infrastructure. Rather, I implore the City to consider alternatives in HUMAN patterns –
such as staggered school schedules – to attempt to improve traffic flow along Quincy.
Very Truly Yours,
Seth Terry and Family

Laura Smith
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Roger Maurer <rmaurer43@comcast.net>
Tuesday, March 20, 2018 11:28 AM
Laura Smith
Quincy project

Laura,
Please add my protest to the record for the Council meeting.
I’m very concerned about the Quincy/Kent project especially when there would
seem to be other options many less expensive and less intrusive to the character of CHV.
Roger D. Maurer ABD
Financial Market Economics LLC
303‐756‐9158
Rdmacm2@comcast.net
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Laura Smith
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Tom White <realitytours@aol.com>
Tuesday, March 20, 2018 2:21 PM
Laura Smith
Fwd: Roundabout

Laura
Please add this letter to the file.
Thanks
Tom White
Sent from Tom White's iPad
Begin forwarded message:
From: Tom White <realitytours@aol.com>
Date: March 20, 2018 at 2:19:04 PM MDT
To: lchristman@cherryhillsvillage.com
Subject: Roundabout
Madam Mayor
Please accept this email in lieu of a personal appearance to register my rejection of destroying
the nature and personality of our Village with the construction of a roundabout on Quincy.
We don’t need expensive studies to know Kent is the source of a lot of traffic inefficiencies and
as a responsible neighbor they should solve the problem with a second entrance off Colorado. A
simple 4 way stop would not only give the greatest bang for the buck it would keep the natural
feel of the community.
I believe you will find a lot of support for this concept in the Village.
Tom White
Sent from Tom White's iPad
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Norman Friedman
6365 E Tufts Ave
Cherry Hills Village, CO 80111
3/16/18
The Honorable Mayor Christman
Cherry Hills Village City Council
2450 E. Quincy Avenue
Cherry Hills Village, CO 80113
Re: Submission for 4/3 Public Hearing – Proposed Roundabout on Quincy
Dear Mayor & City Council Members:
I am opposed to the construction of a roundabout at the intersection of Quincy and Colorado.
We live in Charlou and in the mornings the cut through traffic is awful! It takes me sometimes
more than 15 minutes to get from Holly and Quincy to the entrance of Charlou. The roundabout
would encourage I’m afraid even more outside commuter cut-through traffic.
The roundabout potentially would put our larger community (children, pedestrians, joggers, dog
walkers, equestrian riders and cyclists) at risk with an unsafe crossing through a roundabout with
2 lanes of uninterrupted traffic allowed to travel at 30 miles per hour without a stop sign nor a
police officer. The pedestrian nature of Cherry Hills Village is a prime reason so many of us
moved here.
I would like to see that the Mayor and City Council members explore the solutions proprosed by
Kent Denver School and conduct a more comprehensive study of alternative solutions to reduce
cut-through traffic and danger to our citizens before making such a radical and expensive change
to the heart of our Village.
Sincerely,
Norman Friedman
303.399.2444

Laura Smith
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Olga Kaydanov <olgakaydanov@gmail.com>
Thursday, March 22, 2018 9:12 AM
Laura Smith
Proposed Quincy Roundabout

To Whom It May Concern:
I'm a resident of Cherry Hills Village and was recently made aware of a proposed Roundabout at Colorado and
Quincy. I do not understand the point of this entire waste of money. Why would we want to funnel more traffic
through our quiet community instead of deterring outside traffic? What is the rationale here? I do not want more
traffic on Quincy nor on Franklin, I do not want a roundabout, I want stop signs and speed bumps, I want the
roads here to discourage non residents from driving on them. Please stop this nonsensical roundabout business.
Thank you,
Olga Kaydanov
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Laura Smith
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Monica Skok <monica.skok@gmail.com>
Thursday, March 22, 2018 9:24 AM
Laura Smith
Submission for Public Hearing 4/3/2018 - Proposed roundabout at Quincy

March 22, 2018
The Honorable Mayor Christman
Cherry Hills City Council
2450 East Quincy Avenue
Cherry Hills Village, CO 80113
RE: Submission for Public Hearing 4/3 – Proposed Roundabout at Quincy
Dear Mayor and Members of City Council,
I have been a resident of Cherry Hills Village (4101 South Cherry Street) for over a decade. My husband and I moved
from central Denver to raise our family and invest deeply in our neighborhood and overall community. We were
attracted to Cherry Hills Village for its open space, its peaceful environment, its slower pace and its culture of
community where people come together to resolve issues by engaging in dialogue and debate to seek community‐
centric solutions to enhance the culture and natural environment that exists. I was surprised and disappointed that City
Council choose to allocate taxpayer dollars toward a project that would have significant negative impact to the residents
of our community without engaging in material dialogue with residents.
I am strongly opposed to the proposed roundabout on Quincy Avenue and Colorado Boulevard.
Our tranquil neighborhood has seen growth and change in the last decade. Change is inevitable but protecting the
safety and highest priorities of our citizens should not de‐prioritized as city administration seeks a quick fix to a
complicated problem. Our once quiet streets have been identified by “cut‐through” commuters seeking to bypass
congestion on Belleview and Hampden. The increase in local traffic is the result of tremendous growth in the Denver
Metro region and is a community‐wide issue that cannot be resolved by manipulating the intersection of Quincy and
Colorado. Building a roundabout will invite additional non‐resident, cut‐through commuters, only exasperating the
problems.
Cherry Hills Village is not the first residential community to grapple with an increase in cut‐through commuter
traffic. Multiple studies and best practice solutions have emerged across the country, including working with traffic apps
such as Waze, to keep non‐resident commuter traffic off largely residential roads. The City’s own traffic study shows
that 60% of traffic on Quincy Avenue during the morning rush hour and 40% during the afternoon rush hour is cut‐
through traffic, unrelated to Cherry Hills Village residents. At a minimum, add supplementary stop signs, build additional
speed bumps, and consider striping and colored pavement. The objective should be to slow traffic down, not create
infrastructure that increases speeds and invites non‐residential commuters to reach their non‐Cherry Hills Village
destinations more quickly, at the expense of resident safety.
Sincerely,
Monica Liley Skok
4101 South Cherry Street
Cherry Hills Village, CO 80113
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Laura Smith
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Monica Skok <monica.skok@skokco.com>
Thursday, March 22, 2018 9:24 AM
Laura Smith
Submission for Public Hearing 4/3/2018 - Proposed roundabout at Quincy

March 22, 2018
The Honorable Mayor Christman
Cherry Hills City Council
2450 East Quincy Avenue
Cherry Hills Village, CO 80113
RE: Submission for Public Hearing 4/3 – Proposed Roundabout at Quincy
Dear Mayor and Members of City Council,
Both my brother and I live in Cherry Hills Village and are students at Kent Denver. We regularly bike and run on the
highline canal and use the bike path on Quincy. This is something I love about our neighborhood and our close proximity
to the school. If the roundabout on Quincy is built, it would prevent my brother and I from biking along Quincy due to
the danger that more traffic would pose to pedestrians and bikers. It would also prevent countless other CHVE and Kent
students from traveling to school via bike/foot. The increased traffic would also make the CHVE and Kent school zones
more dangerous to students on campus, especially CHVE which boarders the road directly. We urge you to recall your
decision to build new infrastructure on Quincy, and hope you value the safety of school children and citizens in the
neighborhood over a simple, quick, and basic solution to the increasingly difficult problem.
Sincerely,
Paul and Charlie Skok
4101 South Cherry Street
Cherry Hills Village, CO 80113
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Resent-From: <dsheldon@cherryhillsvillage.com>
From: Sally Kneser <sbkneser@gmail.com>
Date: March 22, 2018 at 2:56:41 PM MDT
To: <dsheldon@cherryhillsvillage.com>
Subject: Thank you + Quincy
Dan,
1. Thank you to you and your fellow council members for your service. It is always a thankless
job and I do not envy you, but I DO appreciate your time and concern.
2. I do not know where you stand on the Quincy traffic situation but I am writing to let you
know that I am dismayed by several statements on the SaveQuincy.com website. I DISAGREE
with their positions. My position is: "Manage well what you cannot control."
A. They are upset about a "modern traffic Roundabout." We were doubtful about the
roundabouts put in Vail several years ago, but they really IMPROVE bad traffic situations. The
only places they do not work well is where they were made too small. I hope you will approve
the roundabout and that it will be made large enough for the future. I cannot imagine that the
relatively small amount of land needed for the roundabout will RUIN the rural nature of our
community. "Manage well what you cannot control."
B. They are concerned about the speed & constant flow of outside commuter traffic. I am
concerned that they are putting their heads in the sand. The police force can easily keep speeds
down. Traffic will increase. Just ask ex-Governor Lamm, who turned down highway
money. Outside traffic WILL come through the village. "Manage well what you cannot
control."
Greenwood Village took money and a whole summer to put in "traffic calming structures" on
Holly several years ago. Then in 2017 they took money and a whole summer to take them out.
There are HUGE back-ups on Holly. Perhaps those back-ups are "less" traffic than what would
be on Holly if they had made it a 4-lane street, but they do not make that area safer. Learn from
GWV and "Manage well what you cannot control."
C. They are concerned about an increase in crime due to higher traffic. There are many factors
which can increase our crime including having been listed by Bloomberg as the #2 richest
community in America.
D. The cost for the roundabout seems low to me and certainly very reasonable for improving
the traffic flow. Perhaps those who are against the change do not need to travel on Quincy when
there is a problem. I do. I approve of the expense.
They wrote "We are a community of intelligent & resourceful citizens." I find that statement to
be particularly galling and insulting to all of you who are also intelligent and
resourceful. Regardless of your positions on the subject, you are not coming to conclusion
without intelligence and careful study. You are not unaware of other options. You are trying to
"Manage well what you cannot control."
Again, thank you for your service.
-Sally Kneser

Laura Smith
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Phyllis Hayutin <pghayutin@gmail.com>
Friday, March 23, 2018 9:19 AM
Laura Smith
round about

My husband and I think a roundabout is a very bad idea. We don’t think it would solve the problem but would make it
worse. Keep the rural feeling of the city, and put in a few more stop signs. Murph and Phyllis Hayutin
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Laura Smith
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

john.skok@ubs.com
Friday, March 23, 2018 10:04 AM
Laura Smith
Submission for Public Hearing 4/3/2018 - Proposed roundabout at Quincy
Legal Disclaimer.txt

March 23, 2018
The Honorable Mayor Christman
Cherry Hills City Council
2450 East Quincy Avenue
Cherry Hills Village, CO 80113
RE: Submission for Public Hearing 4/3 – Proposed Roundabout at Quincy
Dear Mayor and Members of City Council,
I have been a resident of Cherry Hills Village (4101 South Cherry Street) for close to 15 years. My wife and I moved from
central Denver because we were attracted to the schools, quiet, safety and open space et al. We love living here,
raising our 2 boys and have been heavily invested in the neighborhood and overall community. My wife is a double 5th
generation Colorado native but I grew up in a small village outside NYC that is very similar to Cherry Hills where you
know your neighbors and feel like you can have a voice in how that community evolves and improves over time. I have
been surprised and disappointed by a number of decisions that Cherry Hills Village has made regarding spending that
has been capped by the recent decision to spend taxpayer dollars on a project that will certainly have negative
implications for the residents of our community especially without engaging in material dialogue with residents or
seriously considering other alternatives.
I am strongly opposed to the proposed roundabout on Quincy Avenue and Colorado Boulevard.
Our serene neighborhood is not immune to the massive growth and change over the last decade in Denver. I
understand that growth is inevitable and Denver has certainly benefited in many ways but protecting the safety of the
citizens and especially children should be the highest priority for the Cherry Hills Village City Council. Among the other
highest priorities are to protect that serenity that we all love in Cherry Hills and a significant threat to both of these is
the flow thru traffic from non‐residents during rush‐hour times. As a result of growth around Cherry Hills Village, our
once quiet streets have been identified by “cut‐through” commuters seeking to bypass congestion on Belleview,
Hampden, University, I‐25 etc. The increase in traffic around Cherry Hills Village is unavoidable but making every effort
to keep that traffic off our small streets should be among the highest priorities for City Council and all of us in the
community. Working on ways to improve traffic flow and speeding up cars is exactly the opposite of that objective
because it attracts MORE traffic and potential risk to our citizens (again, especially children). I have attended meetings
at the Village and the concept of building a roundabout will only invite additional non‐resident/cut‐through commuters
and increase speeds exactly where all of our kids ride their bikes to school at the times when traffic is the worst.
This is not a unique issue for Cherry Hills Village. Many residential neighborhoods across the country have had to
grapple with an increase in cut‐through commuter traffic as a result of Waze et al. Even the City's own traffic study
showed that 60% of traffic on Quincy Avenue during the morning rush hour and 40% during the afternoon rush hour is
cut‐through traffic. The NY Times, CNBC and other news outlets have highlighted successful efforts by communities
around the country to either negotiate with Waze to remove certain routes or outright ban non‐local traffic. The first
option is clearly the best but we should be doing everything we can to PREVENT the traffic and not encourage it at our
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own expense. Unlike these other successful efforts, we are inviting more non‐local traffic, raising the risk of an awful
pedestrian accident and paying for the privilege.
In the village that I grew up in we had a similar issue on one of the primary crossing roads. The way they fixed the
problem was exactly the opposite of what you all are suggesting. They ignored maintenance on the road, put in stop
signs, speed bumps and had police everywhere to make sure people didn’t speed and discourage non‐local traffic. This
was in the analog, pre‐Waze era but a similar strategy should be employed to discourage people from Cherry Hills Village
roads. It was successful then and would be the best option in the digital age as well

Kind Regards,
John Skok
4101 South Cherry Street
Cherry Hills Village, CO 80113
Cell: (720) 253‐5636 | email: john.s.skok@gmail.com
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Laura Smith
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

katerino1993@gmail.com on behalf of Katy Fink-Johnson <kafink@presby.edu>
Friday, March 23, 2018 3:42 PM
Laura Smith
Save Quincy!

To the Cherry Hills Village City Council,
I am a long-time resident of Cherry Hills Village, and I am totally opposed to the construction of a roundabout
at the intersection of Quincy and Colorado Blvd. I have lived here nearly my whole life, near the intersection of
Quincy and Dahlia, and I have watched the traffic through the Village increase year after year. We are already a
known cut-through for people looking to get around high traffic areas. Much of the traffic on Quincy, Colorado
Blvd, and Dahlia is from people who live elsewhere, and they zoom through the neighborhood like they are on a
regular city street. At certain times of day, my 85-year-old mother can hardly cross the street at the 4-way
intersection of Quincy and Dahlia to walk along the bike bath because people don't want to wait to let her cross.
We want to bring in even more commuters who don't care about our semi-rural neighborhood? I certainly don't.
Also, I've driven on many traffic circles; They are not small. You are going to have to take some private land to
build this circle. And a traffic circle will basically make the intersection of Colorado Blvd and Quincy a nonpedestrian zone. Traffic circles are not pedestrian friendly. There are many children making their way to school
along this route and it will not be safe for them. You will likely have to--guess what?--hire a crossing guard
there, which will nullify the improved traffic flow you seek to have.
Finally, I have absolutely no interest in footing the bill for this project. Why should we pay to make it easier for
people who don't live in this neighborhood to drive through it? I hope you will listen to the voices of the over
1000 people who have signed the petition against this move and remove this project from consideration. It is not
good for Cherry Hills Village.
Thank you for your consideration,
Katy Fink-Johnson
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Laura Smith
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Erica Erhardt <eracko@hotmail.com>
Friday, March 23, 2018 2:35 PM
Laura Smith
Against roundabout in CHV

Hello council members and Mayor,
My name is Erica Erhardt, and I am writing this email to express my displeasure for the proposed roundabout
at Quincy and Colorado Blvd. I live around the corner from this intersection, and the change from a 3‐way‐
stop to a roundabout at this intersection, I believe, would be detrimental to the safety of citizens in the village,
and the serenity for which it stands.
My husband, Alex, two kids, Stewart and Ella, ages 14 and 12 attending West Middle and CCHS, and I live in
Mansfield Estates, the dirt road part at the end of Mansfield Ave in the village. We moved here a year ago to
escape the suburbia of Highlands Ranch and to live closer to my husband's work downtown. Our story is
different because we have lived at both ends of the spectrum that has become this debate. When we lived in
Highlands Ranch for 11 years, we saw the traffic on I‐25 to and from downtown go from manageable to
intolerable, especially in the last 5 years. For the 2 years prior to moving to the village, Alex would drive either
Broadway, University, or Colorado Blvd home to cut his drive time from 1.5 hrs to a solid 45‐60 minutes. He
would quite often cut through the village, going through the very intersections we are fighting about; he
would cut through so he could enjoy more time in the evening with his family. Alex never complained about
the stop signs or how long it would take, or even the traffic at these intersections. In fact, he slowed down
and admired the village, and thought to himself how much he would like to live there someday. We never
thought we would get the chance to live here, but 2 years later, our dream became reality and we are proud
citizens of this village.
Now that we live in the village, we want to do everything we can to protect it and the reasons why we moved
here. The pastoral, serene, active lifestyle and culture were what we craved and what drew us to live here; we
do not want it to change. The culture of kids riding bikes together, playing outside and running to each other's
homes to play is what we love about living here. The Highline Canal trail, beautiful trees, and undeveloped
land make this one of the best and most desirable places to live. If we built a roundabout and "improved"
flow of traffic, people outside the village will be drawn to cutting through this area, impacting the safety of our
village for the kids and for adults with an active lifestyle and mindset. Once there are more people driving
through this area, the village will no longer be serene, and the culture will ultimately be impacted because
citizens will no longer feel safe walking around or biking to their destination. If anything, we need to
discourage people from cutting though by slowing down traffic with speed bumps or ditches, adding cameras,
or the like. A great example to support this claim is to study our own intersection, the intersection of
Mansfield Ave and Colorado Blvd. My husband has almost been hit by a car twice trying to exit our street to
go to work because people are rolling through the stop sign, or if they see the coast is clear, just completely
ignoring and running the stop sign. I fear for my kids crossing that intersection on their way home from the
bus stop because so many people disobey that sign; this is why I drive them to the bus stop every morning to
ensure that they are safe and get on the bus to school. Traffic is a superficial problem masking the actual root
of the problem: people not obeying the traffic laws due to distraction or ignorance. The root of the problem
must be addressed first in order to improve life in our village.
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In conclusion, the proposed roundabout, no matter how many facts are listed or myths debunked, will never
be a viable option for me and so many other citizens of the village because the number one priority is to
protect the people and instill a feeling of safety for the environment in which they live. And just as important,
if you ask anyone against this option, they will tell you that a roundabout will go against everything they love
about living in the village: the culture, the serenity, the pastoral setting. Stop and wave and let people by: that
is the culture of our village, not whiz by, roll through, and shake your fist. Cherry Hills Village is a haven
surrounded by city and suburbia, and that is certainly something that every citizen does not want to lose. A
roundabout has no place in our village, and I hope that all the council members can see this and agree that it is
not a solution to our problem.
Respectfully yours,
Erica Erhardt
Erica Erhardt
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Laura Smith
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Joshua <joshuadicarlo@comcast.net>
Saturday, March 24, 2018 8:09 AM
Laura Smith
Letter for Public Input re:Proposed Roundabout Installation(Quincy/Colo)

March 23, 2018

Dear Mayor Christman and City Council Members,
There is no question that our Village has seen a noticeable increase in traffic along our major corridors over the
past decade. We moved into the Cherry Hills East neighborhood 11 years ago and have noted significant traffic
in the following junctions: Dahlia/Oxford, Quincy/Holly, Dahlia/Holly, Quincy/Happy Canyon and to a lesser
extent the Colorado/Quincy junction(except for School mornings). We also have noticed the increase in cutthrough traffic in our neighborhood. When Kent is not in session, the back-ups do seem less intense, but the
wave of commuter cars are steadily growing.
I am not in favor for the immediate proposed installation of a Roundabout at Colorado/Quincy for the following
reasons:
1. We need a much more comprehensive traffic study and evaluation of the entire Village from several different
traffic analysis companies in order to make wise and effective decisions while being conscience of cost and
construction downtime.
2. There needs to be adequate Public meetings for input/comment. I have been a member of the PTRC for
almost 5 years and we held literally dozens of Public meetings on the development of John Meade Park, not to
mention all of the meetings with the contractors during the many stages of planning and revisions (which
continues!). We listened to the Village residents input.
3. We need to study other communities around the nation that have been faced with similar challenges and their
solutions.
4. Roundabouts are rather awkward, like an array of Yield signs, and create confusion to drivers who are
unfamiliar with them, particularly in the Denver metro where there aren't too many of these traffic features.
Unlike Europe, we are a nation mostly accustom to stop signs and traffic lights and it would seem from my
experience with this particular traffic feature, the safety of residential drivers will be compromised. Also, the
bike/walking/equestrian path along South Colorado will be vulnerable to Auto-ped events(unless we install a
trail bridge or tunnel--more cost!). The proposed roundabout crosswalks will not be sufficient. I still have close
calls with traffic at Highline Canal cross walks (2 incidentally involving City Police cars). There will be
unintended consequences.
5. Kent is undoubtedly our most valuable neighbor. They provide enormous green space without enforcing
private property privilege. After reviewing the City Council minutes from February 2018, it appears that Kent
and their family members/Alumni/spokespersons felt that the City was being adversarial and somewhat
coercive in the apparent Quid pro quo arrangement of the approval of the Upper School Building permit in
exchange for Kent's land easement to build the Roundabout and desired realignment of the campus entrance.
Kent has become the traffic scapegoat. We should exhibit better political character if this is the case. I am not an
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Alumnus or have children attending Kent, but I highly value its contribution to our Village and want us to
remain strong neighbors.
In conclusion, please reconsider the installation of the CoQu roundabout. We definitely have a traffic challenge,
but our community is willing to come together with our Kent friends to devise a better solution at this particular
intersection. There is a larger Village-wide traffic challenge growing that we will need to address in a more
comprehensive fashion. The #savequincy movement has brought broad awareness to our Village in addressing
traffic. Now is the time to include everyone in the planning.
Thank you for your volunteer dedication and devoted time to our wonderful community!
Best,
Josh DiCarlo
5236 E. Princeton Avenue
Englewood, Colo 80113

Sent from XFINITY Connect Mobile App
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Laura Smith
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Alexander Kim <alopezkim@gmail.com>
Sunday, March 25, 2018 9:49 AM
Laura Smith
Roundabout Public hearing April third

Dear Mayor and City Council,
I am a citizen of Cherry Hills Village at 4245 South Forest Circle. I am against the roundabout because I
ride my bike on that path often and would like to be safe riding my bike.
Sincerely,
Alexander Kim
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Laura Smith
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Robert Freedman <robert.freedman46@gmail.com>
Sunday, March 25, 2018 5:41 PM
Laura Smith
TRAFFIC CIRCLE QUINCY

Dear Mayor Christman and City Council Members Weil, Hoellen, Blum, Gallagher, Sheldon, and Brown,
Thank you for the web information sheet and informative Council meeting. I have reviewed all of this
carefully. I continue to be opposed to replacing the stop sign at Colorado and Quincy with a traffic circle. We
do not need to increase traffic flow through the Village. It is already over used as a cut through by the traffic
apps and this use will only increase over time, as Hampden and Belleview become more congested to serve the
ever growing Tech Center. You have done an admirable job to discourage traffic flow through the Village and
you should continue to do so.
Sincerely,
Robert Freedman
6432 E Radcliff Ave
Cherry Hills Village Colorado
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Laura Smith
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Sari Freedman <sari.freedman@gmail.com>
Sunday, March 25, 2018 5:42 PM
Laura Smith
Proposed Traffic Roundabout

Dear Mayor Christman and City Council Members Weil, Hoellen, Blum, Gallagher, Sheldon, and Brown,
I have read all the information that you kindly made available on the Village Website. But I have also
seen teenagers speeding west on Quincy to reach Kent and east to get to Creek in the morning. These
students in their brief rush hour need traffic restraint, not fast flow through a roundabout, where each
person has to yield carefully to another. This alternative will be less safe for all of us along this major
thoroughfare through the Village and I oppose it.
Thank you for our consideration,
Sari Freedman
6432 E Radcliff Ave
Cherry Hills Village Colorado
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Laura Smith
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Anne Schuster <misschiffdesigns@gmail.com>
Monday, March 26, 2018 7:57 AM
Laura Smith
Proposed Round-About Quincy/Colorado

Dear City Council Members,
We moved to CHV 10 years ago to escape the concrete clogged motorways of Texas. We were drawn to CHV because of
its pastoral beauty and preservationist mindset. We feel that the proposed round about at Quincy and Colorado is in
DIRECT OPPOSITION to the values, nature, and feel of Cherry Hills and we vigorously oppose its construction.
We have heard the mayor state that protecting our police force is one of the reasons for the construction of a round
about. Surely, in this age of cheap and powerful technology, we could hire an engineering student/resident to devise a
portable traffic light that the police officer could set up during peak times and control remotely from the safety of
his/her car.
Please note that we, more than anything else, want to preserve the rural feel of our neighborhood.
Kind regards,
Anne Schuster
4223 S. Bellaire Circle
CHV, CO 80113
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Laura Smith
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Lilian Delphine Kim <liliandkim@gmail.com>
Monday, March 26, 2018 10:49 AM
Laura Smith
April 3rd Public Hearing on Traffic

Dear Mayor and City Council,
My name is Lily Kim and I live at 4245 South Forest Circle in Cherry Hills Village. I attend
Kent Denver School and play Field Hockey and Lacrosse. Sometimes my team and I go for
runs on the path down Quincy. Making a roundabout right where we run would make it so
much more dangerous for all of us.
Our town is a quiet and pretty place that is mainly residential. I think that putting a roundabout
at Quincy and Colorado would create more traffic making Cherry Hills Village even busier.
Every morning I go from Cherry Hills East to Kent on my way to school. We drive down
Quincy every morning. As a person who sees the “traffic” every day, I know that the traffic is
less of a problem than the safety of our residents. The traffic at most delays the drive by 5
minutes. In addition, it is only really “traffic” for about 15-20 minutes every morning. In my
opinion, there are better ways to solve this issue.
Thank you for listening to my thoughts.
Sincerely,
Lily Kim
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From: Pamela Clute [piclute@gmail.com]
Sent: Monday, March 26, 2018 3:03 PM
To: Laura Christman; Randy Weil; Earl Hoellen; Al Blum; Mike Gallagher; Dan Sheldon; Katy Brown
Subject: The Round About

To the City Council and the Mayor,

I want to let you know how much I appreciate the information you have provided about the proposed single
lane round about on the Village website.
I was misled into signing the Save Quincy petition and now wish I had not.
My family and I are indeed concerned about the increasing traffic on Quincy as well as the increasing hazards
facing our police officers trying to direct traffic in and out of Kent.
I am in favor of any well researched solutions including the proposed round about.
Living on the corner of Quincy and Dahlia, I know that vehicles rolling through or running through,
(sometimes without even slowing), stop signs is not infrequent. A round about that would force traffic to slow
could be a big improvement. It would also free up our police to do the other police work required to keep our
Village safe.
Yours truly,
Pam Clute
4300 S. Dahlia St.
Cherry Hills Village, Co 80113

Laura Smith
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Linda Chumley <lchumley@mcdonaldag.com>
Monday, March 26, 2018 4:12 PM
Laura Smith
Roundabout Plan

Good afternoon,
I am responding on behalf of Douglas & Linda McDonald to the next meeting regarding the Quincy Avenue and Colorado
Boulevard roundabout proposal. Douglas and Linda McDonald are residents of Cherry Hills and as they are travelling on
the day of the meeting and unable to attend in person, they asked that I send you their comments regarding this proposal.
They feel it will be dangerous situation for traffic in that particular intersection and are opposed to the change.
Thank you

Linda Chumley
Executive Assistant to
Douglas McDonald, President
McDonald Automotive
p: 303-734-2720 f: 720-420-1801
6060 S Broadway, Littleton, CO 80121
w: www.mcdonaldag.com e: lchumley@mcdonaldag.com
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Laura Smith
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

J Brian Searles <jbsearles@mac.com>
Monday, March 26, 2018 6:22 PM
Laura Smith
April 3rd Open Forum - Quincy/Colorado Roundabout

Laura - please distribute to the Mayor and all City council representatives.
Thanks.
To our City Leaders:
I hope to be available to speak at the April 3rd open forum on traffic congestion. However, in case I am unable
to sign up, I thought I would advance my thoughts to you now for your consideration.

Quincy/Colorado Blvd. Roundabout
I am against having the City of Cherry Hills Village (CHV) spend any money to construct a roundabout that will make traffic
flow more efficiently on Quincy. This will only cause heavier cut-through commuter traffic to enter the Village.

I have traveled extensively around the US and foreign countries where I have witnessed that roundabouts are much more
efficient in moving traffic through an intersection than stop signs (and even stop lights when the traffic is moderate). For that
reason, I am STAUNCHLY OPPOSED to CHV turning the intersection at Colorado Blvd and Quincy into a roundabout. We
do not need to make the traffic flowing on Quincy (or Colorado Blvd.) more efficient when it is certain to increase the traffic
load on Quincy.

It is no secret that traffic apps such as the Google owned app, Waze, are widely used by commuters to shorten their traffic
time. We already have Waze directing traffic OFF Quincy and onto E. Princeton in our neighborhood (Southmoor Vista) to
shave a couple of minutes off the morning commutes. There has been a tremendous amount of construction in the North
Denver Tech Center (DTC) in the past 5 years in the quadrant formed by Quincy on the north to Belleview on the south, and S.
Monaco Parkway on the west to Tamarac on the east. The City of Denver’s Hancock administration has permitted rampant, and
dense growth to be constructed in an area with inadequate roadways .

It is not our duty as taxpayers in CHV to fix that traffic issue for the City & County of Denver. Spending our tax dollars to
build an improved intersection that will inevitably dump additional commuter cut-through traffic onto Quincy will make the
commute shorter for the DTC workers coming through our Village, but will degrade the quality of life for our citizens.

In 2016, the CHV administration passed a regulation making it unlawful to have a solid fence for homeowners living adjacent to
Quincy - replacement and new fences must be no more than 60% solid if 4’ high or less, and only 25% solid if as high as
6’. No fence can be higher than 6’ and most certainly cannot be solid, sound proof structures. Yet, now this administration is
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proposing to increase the traffic (and the resultant noise) that goes down Quincy!! What next – will you want to widen
Quincy from University to Happy Canyon to include a middle, turn lane so the commuters won't be slowed down by residents
turning into and out of their subdivisions and driveways? I will actively speak out loudly against that request, too.

In 2002, the vote for CHV to withdraw from participation in the South Suburban Recreation District (SSRD) narrowly
passed. The taxpayers were told that the tax dollars which previously went to SSRD would be used for purchasing Open
Space, parks and trail maintenance, and for recreational reimbursement to its residents for services that CHV could not provide
that SSRD had in place. Then, after several court hearings and appeals stretching out over a 6 year period, the taxpayers were
told that they would have to spend $9.6MM plus interest over a 13 year period to buy back from SSRD the trails and lands
located within CHV claimed by SSRD. So now that these payments to SSRD are almost completed, and these additional
property taxes can be retained by CHV, the current administration immediately comes up with a plan to spend $250,000 of our
Park fund reserves on a roundabout (about 1/3 of the estimated cost for this project)!!!

It is always easy to spend "other people's money" - either spend it for the purposes it was designated, or refund it to the
taxpayers of the Village. Don't use our Park funds (or any other taxpayer money) for a project which will flood Quincy with
more traffic. Simple physics – commuters from outside CHV will flow towards a path of least resistance – especially with the
assistance of technology (Waze) which will point them our direction.

J Brian Searles
5623 E. Southmoor Circle
jbsearles@mac.com
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Laura Smith
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Bolt, James M. @ Denver DTC <James.Bolt@cbre.com>
Tuesday, March 27, 2018 8:25 AM
Laura Smith
Save Quincy

My wife, Kim Bolt, and I are both strongly against a roundabout at Quincy and Colorado Boulevard. We have both
signed the petition against this project.
James M. Bolt | Executive Vice President
CBRE | Advisory & Transaction Services
Capital Markets | Institutional Properties | Investment Properties
Industrial & Logistics
8390 E. Crescent Parkway, Suite 300 | Greenwood Village, CO 80111
T 720 528 6310 | F 720 528 6333 | C 303 960 6310
james.bolt@cbre.com | www.cbre.com | www.cbre.com/james.bolt
Click Here to Download My Vcard
Click HERE to view our website
Please consider the environment before printing this email.
This email may contain information that is confidential or attorney-client privileged and may constitute inside information. The contents of this email are intended only for the
recipient(s) listed above. If you are not the intended recipient, you are directed not to read, disclose, distribute or otherwise use this transmission. If you have received this
email in error, please notify the sender immediately and delete the transmission. Delivery of this message is not intended to waive any applicable privileges.
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Laura Smith
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Joanne Fisher <jjtfg@aol.com>
Tuesday, March 27, 2018 8:41 AM
Laura Smith
Save Quincy

Please keep Quincy as it is.
Use the money for something
The community needs and wants.
Thank you
Joanne Fisher
2 Waterside Terrace
CHV
Sent from my iPhone
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Laura Smith
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

nnorden2000@aol.com
Tuesday, March 27, 2018 9:15 AM
Laura Smith
Quincy Round a bout

Dear Mayor and City Council:
I have signed the petition regarding the round-a-bout proposal on Quincy. I wanted to follow up by writing a personal
letter as well. We have lived in our home in CHV for almost 29 years. We have seen the area change drastically - some
for the better; some not. Our home backs onto Quincy. The amount of traffic that now finds it way through our village
to/from DTC, the highway, and new neighborhoods has increased to the extent that there are lines of cars outside our
fence every day waiting to turn onto Happy Canyon. So many people are using Quincy now to cut through that if that line
is too long for them, they now turn into our neighborhood, Southmoor Vista, and come in front of our house attempting to
access Happy Canyon off Princeton Ave.
PLEASE do not make it easier for people to come thorough CHV and our neighborhoods. We should be making it more
difficult so that traffic finds other routes. The safety of the children in the neighborhood is at risk when kids are going
to/from the bus stops and cars are racing through the neighborhood to "beat out" the line on Quincy. The increased noise
and congestion is already annoying when we can't enjoy our patio in the morning or have difficult getting out of the
neighborhood due to high traffic.
I believe that spending tax money on a solution that only makes the commute faster and more "pleasant" is the wrong way
to address the increased traffic near our homes. Please consider that if every unit in the new apartment building being
built at Happy Canyon and Monaco has 2 cars, it will increase the traffic at that already overused intersection by several
hundred cars daily. Please consider that those of us who have lived in Village for many years or moved here because we
love the Village, do not want to encourage additional traffic through this already highly traveled area.
Thank you.
Norleen Norden
6258 E Princeton Ave
CHV, CO 80111
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Laura Smith
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Jim Crossman <jcrossman@financialenergy.com>
Tuesday, March 27, 2018 9:16 AM
Laura Smith
Jim Crossman
Quincy round-about

I am opposed to modifying stop signs at quincy and colorado blvd. to a round-about. This may improve traffic
flow at this one intersection during high use times, but I fear will encourage more rush hour traffic through our
neighborhoods. Since there are other intersections on both routes into and out of cherry hills which will remain
stop signs (I hope), a single intersection modification cannot have much (any) impact and would therefore be a
waste of resources.
The installation of the two large signs on University Blvd. identifying Quincy St. are a visual blights and serve
absolutely zero benefit to residents and service vehicles who live and work in our City. These signs and the
proposed round-about run counter to both the City's and residents' stated objectives to preserve our natural
settings.
Thank you for the opportunity to express my views on these issues.
Most sincerely,
Jim Crossman
12 Cherry Vale Dr.
303-883-0515
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Laura Smith
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Diana Leher <dlleher@gmail.com>
Tuesday, March 27, 2018 9:28 AM
Laura Smith
round about

To the Honorable Mayor Laura Christman,
I am opposed to the proposed round about scheduled for Quincy and Colorado Blvd. I personally do not believe theses
solve any traffic problems and may cause them instead. Many people do not understand how they work and whether
they increase traffic flow or not is in question. I believe it should be put to a vote to the citizens of Cherry Hills. My
understanding is that is is to relieve congestion due to the Kent Denver traffic. I also understand that they have
proposed alternatives. It will take away the country feel of our village. Please listen to the concerned citizens of the
village reconsider this issue.
Thank you
Diana Leher
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Cory Dahl
6166 E Princeton Ave
Cherry Hills Village, CO 80111
3/27/2018
The Honorable Mayor Christman
Cherry Hills Village City Council
2450 E. Quincy Avenue
Cherry Hills Village, CO 80113
Re: Submission for 4/3 Public Hearing – Proposed Roundabout on Quincy
Dear Mayor & City Council Members,
We are in strong opposition of the roundabout addition at the subject intersection. Our
neighborhood (Southmoor Vista) has observed an influx of traffic along E Princeton Ave over
the last year and it’s bringing along significant speed violations which is very concerning for the
safety of our residents, specifically our children. I personally have been in communication with
the City Manager, City Council, Director of Community Development, Director of Public
Works, CHV Police, etc. to get increased patrols, addition of stop signage, speedbumps, etc. and
we continue to get pushback as well as rejection after rejection for any modifications.
Implementation of this change would only increase traffic flow down Quincy/Colorado Blvd
which will impact road noise within our residence and create even more traffic down E Princeton
Ave. These are all implications that we are not willing to bear as residents and they go against
the main reasons we relocated to this area to begin with. CHV needs to implement traffic
calming measures within the neighborhoods rather than implementing measures that will
increase traffic within the Village.
Sincerely,

Cory Dahl
720-641-7124

Laura Smith
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Sean Waters <sailfastsw@gmail.com>
Tuesday, March 27, 2018 11:00 AM
Laura Smith
Submission for 4/3 Public Hearing – Proposed Roundabout on Quincy

The Honorable Mayor Christman
Cherry Hills Village City Council
2450 E. Quincy Avenue
Cherry Hills Village, CO 80113

Dear Mayor & City Council Members,
I am writing in opposition to the proposed roundabout on Quincy Avenue. As a 17 year CHV resident, not
including my wife's childhood where she also lived on Cherryridge Road, I am concerned with the following
items related to the proposal:
1. Due Diligence: I believe the City needs to take more time to thoroughly evaluate all available options
and solutions. To this point, the slim due diligence that has been conducted for such an expensive and
impactful project needs further attention.
2. Resident Involvement: Given the significant and permanent nature of the potential change, I feel the
City needs to involve and query the residents more in this process.
3. Cost - Benefit: It seems extremely costly to fix a very small problem.
4. Increased Traffic: Given the new world we live in with traffic apps (e.g. Waze, Google Maps, etc.), it
is very likely that a roundabout will actually increase traffic flow through our city, especially on the
currently non-busy times. This is not what I want, and suspect others don't either.
While I don't know what the ultimate solution is, I do feel we need to do more evaluation before we commit to
significantly changing our city, it's landscape and traffic flow. Frankly, this "problem" is limited to a brief part
of each school day (30-45 minutes at most)- I know as we have children in the local school and experience the
traffic and the non-traffic periods extensively, virtually every day.
Thanks in advance for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Sean M. Waters
303.886.4734
4201 So. Dahlia St.
Cherry Hills Village, CO 80113
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Laura Smith
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Agron, Adam J. <AAgron@BHFS.com>
Tuesday, March 27, 2018 11:17 AM
Laura Christman; Earl Hoellen; Katy Brown; Mike Gallagher; Dan Sheldon; Al Blum;
Randy Weil
Laura Smith
Submission for 4/3 Public Hearing – Proposed Roundabout at Quincy Road and
Colorado Boulevard

March 25, 2018
The Honorable Mayor Laura Christman
Cherry Hills Village City Council
2450 E. Quincy Avenue
Cherry Hills Village, CO 80113
Dear Mayor & City Council Members,
We submit this letter to share our views regarding the proposed roundabout at Quincy Road and Colorado
Boulevard. For the reasons discussed below, we strongly object to the installation of the roundabout.
1.
Roundabouts by their nature facilitate better traffic flow and while installing one at Quincy Road and Colorado
Boulevard may initially ease congestion in this area it will eventually result in increased traffic through the
Village. Rather than taking steps to accommodate traffic in the Village, we should be doing the opposite —
taking steps to regulate traffic in order to preserve the tranquility and safety in the Village. As you all know,
Cherry Hills Village is a special enclave in the Denver metropolitan area — we’re not aware of another city
without commercial businesses. We should seek to preserve the unique character of the Village rather than
building or expanding roads that will inevitably risk these qualities and turn the Village into a thoroughfare for
non-residents.
2.
Adding a roundabout at Quincy Road and Colorado Boulevard will contribute to more frequent auto and
pedestrian accidents in this area by virtue of the increased traffic flow and speeds. We understand that Mayor
Christman is focused on the safety of the officers at both Kent Denver School and Cherry Hills Village
Elementary School and we share her concern. However, there are better ways to improve officer safety that do
not require accommodating increased traffic. In fact, in the short-term, adding a roundabout at Quincy Road
and Colorado Boulevard will result in a drain on already scarce officer resources because our officers will
be required to spend more time handling speeding and accidents. In the long-term, when traffic demand
inevitably increases to meet and the increased supply resulting from the installation of the
roundabout, our officers will once again be required to spend time managing traffic,
thereby putting their safety at risk.
3.
1

Finally, rather than taking steps to facilitate increased traffic volumes in the Village with a roundabout, we
should be exploring solutions designed to regulate and manage traffic in the Village for the benefit of our
residents. Examples include adding stop signs and/or speed bumps, prohibiting non-Village, non-school or
commercial traffic at certain times of day, re-directing traffic at certain times of day, altering the design of our
roads so they are less attractive thoroughfares, to name a few. We suspect there are solutions that other
communities in the U.S. who sought to manage (not increase) traffic flow have employed and, at a minimum,
we propose taking the time to study them before opting for the construction of a roundabout.
In sum, as Cherry Hills Village residents and Kent Denver School parents, we would much rather spend time
driving more slowly in our community than see a roundabout constructed that will inevitably result in increased
traffic volume, speeds and accidents, all of which will negatively impact the tranquility, character and safety of
the Village.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Adam and Katie Agron
4600 South Lafayette Street
Cherry Hills Village, CO 80113
(303) 667-5519

STATEMENT OF CONFIDENTIALITY & DISCLAIMER: The information contained in this email message
is attorney privileged and confidential, intended only for the use of the individual or entity named above. If the
reader of this message is not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination, distribution
or copy of this email is strictly prohibited. If you have received this email in error, please notify us immediately
by calling (303)-223-1300 and delete the message. Thank you.
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Laura Smith
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

SGHH <suzie.halle@comcast.net>
Tuesday, March 27, 2018 11:41 AM
Laura Smith
Save Quincy

Dear L Smith,
I signed the change.org petition "Save Quincy" because of all the reasons stated there and because a roundabout is NOT
in the public interest of residents in Cherry Hills.
Thank you for listening to your constituents.
Sincerely,
Suzie Halle
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Janice A Hunt
1776 East Tuft Ave
Cherry Hills Village, CO 80113
3-27-2018
The Honorable Mayor Christman
Cherry Hills Village City Council
2450 E. Quincy Avenue
Cherry Hills Village, CO 80113
Re: Submission for 4/3 Public Hearing – Proposed Roundabout on Quincy
Dear Mayor & City Council Members
Please do not install a roundabout on Quincy. We have enough drive through traffic without
making it more convenient for people who do not live in the City. Something needs to be done
with all the morning and evening traffic using Quincy because Hampden is so busy. This
roundabout makes it more attractive to travel on our streets.
I appreciate the job you have been doing and I know it is not easy. I believe you want the best
for CHV but I don’t see the roundabout as productive. I will attend the meeting to see your side
of the matter.
Sincerely,
Janice A Hunt
303‐789‐1118

Laura Smith
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Joel Sydlow <escalante.volvo@gmail.com>
Tuesday, March 27, 2018 2:46 PM
Laura Smith
Quincy Roundabout Petition

As a resident of Cherry Hills Village, 5855 El Camino Drive, I am sending this email to count my signature for the petition
of the Quincy Roundabout.
Below are my objections to this proposed roundabout and any future roundabouts in Cherry Hills Village.
Disadvantages‐
Yield confusion
Unbalanced traffic flow
Bad weather negotiation
Higher need for room making the intersection larger Emergency vehicle priority Difficult pedestrian crossing and bicycle
Vehicle progression disruption Higher maintenance costs for the intersection Grade requirements Slippery slope with
the construction of more roundabouts in the Village
Joel Sydlow
Sent from my iPhone
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Laura Smith
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Maureen Welch <mpwelchco@gmail.com>
Wednesday, March 28, 2018 6:06 AM
Laura Smith
Please forward to Mayor and City Council members

March 28. 2018
Dear Council and Mayor:
I live at 4896 S Clarkson Street in Cherry Hills Village.
I am opposed to using city funds for the round about in front of Kent.
1. Kent is a private entity and excludes students with significant disabilities, like my son. They should not get public
funding.
2. The disruption during construction will impact neighbors.
3. The long term effect could possibly negatively impact with increased traffic as more people use Quincy to avoid
Hampden.
4. We like the semi Rural Village feel and Quincy exemplifies that feel.
5. Explore other options like staggered start times. I understand Kent has some ideas for resolving without this round
about.

Thanks and I will see you at the hearing.
Have a good day and thanks for your services
Maureen Welch
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Laura Smith
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Anders <andershalverson@warpmail.net>
Wednesday, March 28, 2018 7:18 AM
Laura Smith
rounabout

To whom it may concern,
I am a resident of Mansfield Heights. I am writing to inform you that I am opposed to the creation of a roundabout on
Quincy Ave.
In my experience, every attempt to solve traffic problems by increasing capacity simply results in more cars using the
street until within a few years the problem is worse and even more intractable. More capacity = more traffic = bigger
problem.
Thanks for considering my input.
Mark Halverson
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Laura Smith
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Sarah <sydlowster@gmail.com>
Wednesday, March 28, 2018 8:38 AM
Laura Smith
Quincy roundabout

To whom it may concern,
As a citizen of Cherry Hills for almost 4 years now, changing the intersection at Quincy and Colorado would be a terrible
mistake. In my experience, these roundabouts have been a frustrating and difficult intersection to navigate for myself
and other drivers causing chaos and confusion for the unfamiliar driver.
I also believe that this is going to cause major difficulties for pedestrians crossing this area as well. Having the current
ease of use for paths in Cherry Hills Village is such a wonderful part of our city that any change or risk to pedestrians in
its use would be detrimental.
Thirdly, the current price tag associated with the reconstruction of this intersection is exorbitant. The $750,000 could be
used so much better and more beneficial for the residents of Cherry Hills. Do not use our money to accommodate
commuters driving through our city.
Please find another way to accomplish the traffic needs of Kent. I believe that a better alternative exists with the right
creative team brought together. Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Sarah Sydlow
5855 El Camino Drive
Cherry Hills Resident
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March 28, 2018

To Cherry Hills City Council,
As long term (49 years) residents of Cherry Hills Village who live close to Kent school, we would like to
seriously object to the construction of a “roundabout” at the intersection of Quincy and Colorado.
This extreme change to our community will result in:
1. a decrease in property values near the roundabout;
2. a lack of stop-signs from University to Dahlia thereby increasing the speed & constant
flow of outside commuter traffic;
3.

a public safety nightmare for pedestrians/joggers, cyclists, dog-walkers, equestrian riders, &
children commuting back/forth to school;

4. more outside commuter cut-through traffic across the Village along with increased noise;
5. an increase in crime as outsiders take advantage of the openness & serenity of our residential
community;
6. a negative use of funds previously budgeted for improvements to our Parks & Recreation; and
7. a failure to use less expensive and better alternatives to remedy the solution that do not
change the unique character of the Village.
Why are we considering and paying for a project that only harms Village residents? This proposed
turnabout would be a disaster.
Thank you.
Elizabeth Manke
3 Tamarac Lane
Cherry Hill Village, CO 80113

Laura Smith
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

wendy White <tomatogwr@comcast.net>
Wednesday, March 28, 2018 7:01 PM
Laura Smith
Quincy Ave

To the members of the CHV City Council:

I am not in favor of a round about at Quincy and Colorado for many reasons. I am in favor of making
the current entrance to Kent right turn only and having Kent establish a new entrance at Colorado
Blvd. There can be either a 4 way stop or stop lights at Colorado and Quincy. I do not think a round
about will solve the problem. Once a roundabout is installed, it can't be changed.

I live in Cherry Hills East and Quincy is a main thoroughfare for means much of the traffic is cut
through to the Tech Center.I did sign the petition and have lived here for 29 years.

Wendy White
5256 E Princeton Ave
CHV
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Laura Smith
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Kelly and Judy <kelly2judy@hotmail.com>
Wednesday, March 28, 2018 9:44 PM
Laura Smith
Roundabout in Cherry Hills

To: The City Clerk
We live in Cherry Hills and we oppose the proposed roundabout at Colorado and Quincy for a number of
reasons

1. We feel it will bring increase traffic and crime to our neighborhood. We are also concerned about
passerbys littering on our lawn.
2. We feel a roundabout would take away from the semi rural setting of our community. We cannot
imagine taking a peaceful stroll close to Quincy and Colorado anymore. Can you name a peaceful semi
rural setting that has a roundabout? We cannot.
3. We understand there is increased traffic between 7:30 and 8 am on Quincy. However, we fill this is the
only time we notice it and there are other ways to fix this problem. Why can't one of the schools
simply start 15 minutes earlier?....rather than paying more money to create more problems.

Sincerely,
Judy Chiang
2 Blackmer Road
Cherry Hills Road, CO 80113
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Laura Smith
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

kelly2judy@gmail.com
Wednesday, March 28, 2018 10:02 PM
Laura Smith
Proposed roundabout at Colorado / Quincy

To L. Smith & CHV City Council:
I am concerned about the proposed roundabout at Colorado & Quincy for the following reasons:
1. This will increase traffic, which is already a worsening problem in CHV 2. There will be greater danger for pedestrians
who will try to cross over where the stop sign is (and will presumably disappear with a roundabout) 3. There will be
increase speeding since there will be a longer stretch on Quincy without a stop sign
Honestly, CHV should focus on minimizing traffic through our neighborhood, not increasing it.
Sincerely,
Kelly Kim
2 Blackmer Road
303‐733‐3508
Sent from my iPhone
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Laura Smith
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

marjorie wise <marjswise@gmail.com>
Thursday, March 29, 2018 7:48 AM
Laura Smith
Save Quincy

Please keep Quincy and the Village as it is. A change to Quincy would destroy the main reason we ALL moved to Cherry
🍒 Hills Village. Nature, quiet & peaceful traveling through with no street lights. A rural treasure.
Thank you,
Marj & Bill Wise, Charlou

Sent from my iPhone
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Laura Smith
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Keith Bierman <khbkhb@gmail.com>
Thursday, March 29, 2018 9:18 AM
Laura Smith; Laura Christman
Public comment for the 4/3 meeting

I regret that I cannot be certain I can attend the meeting. A few comments for the record.
1. The Village and the Engineer are to be commended for what seems to be a sound plan to
increase safety while decreasing congestion.
2. I strongly support the 1-lane roundabout as proposed.
3. I would like to see it built as quickly as practical.
1. It would be nice to know how traffic (bicycle, pedestrian as well as automobile) will be
routed during construction.
It is unfortunate that much misinformation was spread, causing confusion. Hopefully, this will not
result in any delay.
Many thanks for your efforts on behalf of the Village.

Keith Bierman
khbkhb@gmail.com
303 997 2749
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ALEX BROWN
4285 SOUTH FOREST COURT

Dear Mayor and City Council Members:
The question of whether or not a roundabout should be constructed at Quincy and Colorado is not best
answered by the metrics of traffic counts or levels of service, but instead the test should be whether or
not this action advances the City’s traffic management objectives as set forth in the Master Plan and the
policy preferences of residents as expressed in opinion surveys. The issue before the Council pits the
demands of non-resident traffic against the strong desire on the part of residents to maintain a semirural character as well as to minimize traffic volume whenever possible. A fair analysis can only conclude
that a roundabout is completely at odds with both the Master Plan and community preferences for
traffic management.
The proposal conflicts with the Master Plan in several ways. It will:
1. Introduce an urban design instead of maintaining a semi-rural character;
2. Prioritize motorists over other users to include equestrians, pedestrians and bicyclists instead of
balancing road use among all;
3. Encourage cut through traffic by increasing vehicle speed and volume instead of reducing this
type of traffic.
All of the above objectives from the Master Plan are intended to create a specific community character.
The opposition to this project is largely based on the recognition that the roundabout will deny residents
the character and nature of the environment envisioned in the Master Plan. In fact, the Master Plan calls
for a road design and traffic management scheme that should eliminate any consideration of a
roundabout in the Village.
Traffic surveys have not shown a desire for more traffic traveling at higher speeds and yet this is what
the roundabout will promote. A roundabout is an urban design concept intended to move a higher
volume of traffic and increases average speed. I don’t recall a single public surveyed that called upon the
Council to bring more and faster traffic into the Village.
The precedent established by this action tells the community that whenever increasing traffic volumes
create delays, the Council will act in a way that serves to increase traffic volumes. Higher traffic volumes
on streets cause them to become barriers within a community. This is why the Master Plan speaks to a
goal of creating connections that address the barrier effect that University Boulevard has on the Village.
None of us want to see Quincy become a similar type of barrier over time. However, Council actions that
promote higher volumes of traffic will expedite the day that time arrives. The Council should recognize
that the existing congestion is quite possibly the only but most certainly is the most effective traffic
calming feature in the Village.

There is also a question of the fairness of assigning the entire cost of this project to Village residents.
The record shows that this proposal came out of Kent Denver’s recent development request and that a
substantial portion of the need for this project, perhaps up to 50%, is due to Kent. This type of situation
arises routinely and municipalities typically require a fair share contribution from the private property
owner. Here the Council is not seeking a financial contribution from a party with a significant
responsibility for the expense. This does not appear to be an equitable sharing of costs.
The Council should:
1. Reject the recommendation to construct a roundabout.
2. Repeal the spending authorization in Council Bill #2 of 2018.
3. Negotiate with Kent for a new driveway access at Colorado. Allow this to function as a four-way
stop. Typically, four-way, all-stop intersections do not require traffic control.
4. Retain the existing entry at Kent for access by eastbound Quincy traffic on school days and
possibly as the primary access during non-school periods.
Thank you for considering my comments.
Alex Brown

March 29, 2018

The Honorable Mayor Christman
Cherry Hills City Council
2450 E. Quincy Avenue
Cherry Hills Village, CO 80113
Re: Submission for Public Hearing 4/3 - Proposed Roundabout at Quincy
I am writing to you as a Cherry Hills Village resident of ~3 years. While we are relatively new to
this community, we have come to know and love many of the different residents who live here and
the truly special character our Village has to offer. Chief among those qualities is the close sense
of community reinforced by our love of nature and duty to preserve the semi-rural character of this
community which has been established over the Village’s 70+ years as an incorporated home rule
municipality – even in the face of the explosive urban and commercial growth occurring all around
us. Our ability to preserve this legacy will define us for generations to come. It is fundamentally
for this reason, as well as the others enumerated below, that I strongly and in no uncertain terms
oppose the construction of the City’s proposed Roundabout at Colorado and Quincy.
Public Safety
There should be absolutely no doubt that the proposed Roundabout will pose a greater risk to the
safety of our residents - especially our children traveling back/forth to school as well as our
pedestrians, cyclists, recreational enthusiasts, dogs, equestrian riders, etc. (“us”) vs. what exists
today - 3 stop signs, a dedicated path along Quincy (far removed from oncoming traffic), and a
uniformed traffic control officer monitoring the crossing at Kent in the congested AM hours. To
say that an unmonitored self-policed roundabout with a mix of distracted teenage drivers & cutthrough commuters in a hurry to get to work and which will require the dedicated path to be broken
up by “splitter islands” with flashing pedestrian crossing lights advising traffic to yield to us or
slow down even while driving in the roundabout while the legal speed limit in the Roundabout
remains at 30mph is somehow safer is simply difficult to fathom.
Perhaps you mean to say the safety of a Roundabout relative to an intersection is safer for
“drivers.” I have not seen any statistics as to the #/severity of traffic accidents we have witnessed
at Colorado & Quincy over the years with the current “T” intersection that exists, but I would
hazard a guess that going forward we can expect to see many more at either the Roundabout or a
new 4-way intersection at Colorado and Quincy if one were to be constructed as proposed. I am
not sure one even needs a traffic study to prove that but I would love to see one.
Finally, as it relates to public safety, I would reinforce comments I made at the prior PTRC meeting
on 3/8/18. If the City is determined to build a Roundabout at Quincy and Colorado and is at all
concerned about public safety, then it truly must address, at the same time, the perilous crossing
of the High Line at Quincy and the unacceptably dangerous bike shoulder that extends along the
Cat Anderson property from the High Line to Kent. In their current configuration today, both pose
a major hazard to us and with traffic now accelerating as it exits a new Roundabout with no
requirement to come to a full stop (as they do today at Colorado), we will be at greater risk from
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eastbound traffic traveling along Quincy which, even today, does not always yield or obey the
flashing crosswalk that we will be heavily relying upon for safety as we cross the new Roundabout.
Done properly, in order to adequately protect us from the new traffic that will be flowing across
Quincy due to its new “A” Level of Service there must be:
1) a new path & tunnel for the High Line dug underneath Quincy at that crossing; and
2) a dedicated path built on the Cat Anderson property connecting High Line to Kent
(similar to what exists today along Quincy along Kent and from High Line to Dahlia); and
3) a new path & tunnel dug underneath the new entry road for Kent built at the Roundabout.
In short, done right in the interest of public safety, this is nowhere close to a $750,000
project but indeed a multi-million dollar project that must be completed simultaneous with
the construction of a new Roundabout.
Increased Cut-through Traffic
I recognize that the City’s position is that the Roundabout will not lead to increased cut-through
commuter traffic or change existing traffic patterns, yet the City provides no proof or studies
verifying this “assumption” and appears content to pursue a controversial project on a “trust me,
this will not happen” statement. This notion that the City can somehow defy modern technology
and prevent today’s Navigation Apps (Waze, Google Maps, etc.) and tomorrow’s self-driving cars
from finding our Village streets is archaic, naive, and lacking in appreciation for the power of
modern technology. It is only logical using common sense that a Roundabout which encourages
traffic to flow more “efficiently” (i.e. a higher volume at a faster rate) will direct more traffic
through that intersection and all of the surrounding Village roads (vs. full three-way stop that exists
today) during peak hours of traffic congestion when Hampden & Bellevue are at a standstill.
Given that the majority of residents I have spoken with have not asked for this Roundabout to be
built in the first place, the onus is on you the City & Council to prove to us that the Roundabout
will definitively not lead to increased cut-through traffic (not the other way around).
Even if one were to assume the Roundabout generates zero incremental traffic, your own studies
show that anywhere from 50 - 66.7% of traffic passing through the Village today during peak
congestion hours are likely cut-through commuters, so the Roundabout you are proposing as well
as the increased “Levels of Service” (i.e. improved traffic flow) will benefit a majority of cutthrough commuters - aside from 20-30 minutes of congestion experienced by Village residents
during the peak AM hours.
Fiscal Responsibility
The City has said it is in “no hurry” to construct the Roundabout - and in fact has up to 8 years to
construct the Roundabout if it so desires - yet in the 2 Council Meetings immediately following
the City’s obtaining the easement from Kent to build the Roundabout, it has fully appropriated the
total estimated $750,000 required to fully-fund the project (at the expense of other general funds
and PTRC funding) even before the project is fully designed, costed, etc.
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The City maintains this is “standard practice” to make sure money does not get spent elsewhere,
so I ask - What other major projects that are being contemplated by the City over the next 8
years (NOT over the next year or two) have funds that are fully 100% appropriated? If the
answer is none or very few as I would hope/expect, what makes the Roundabout different that
it would require 100% appropriation of funds if indeed the City is “not in a rush” to begin
construction?
Just because the Village has available funds and claims the Roundabout will not raise our taxes
doesn’t mean this money should be spent (or even appropriated) at the expense of other real more
immediate needs or priorities - on among all things - a Roundabout which the public does not want.
Governance
This brings us to a few simple questions to which we the public deserve a simple straight-forward
answer from each Council Member, as our elected representatives, individually:
•

Whose idea was/is this Roundabout and why is the City so vigorously pursuing a
major public project including spending or appropriating our taxpayer money on a
project which so few in our Village appear to actually want, support, or even been
made aware of until the last 30 days?

•

Taking into account the extent of the public opposition that has been expressed, Who
among this Council is still in favor of this project and why?

•

Perhaps the answer is that there are some on the Council who feel this decision is simply
not an issue for residents/voters to decide. If that is the case we deserve to hear from each
Council Member, individually, as to Whether you believe this is an issue or decision for
the residents/voters of Cherry Hills to decide? If not, why not?

We fully recognize this is a representative democracy; however, we are looking to our elected
leaders to listen to, respect & represent our voices/views not to govern over them. Ultimately, as
in all democracies, we must and will hold our leaders accountable for their actions with our votes.
Kent Denver School
Finally, I will reiterate comments I have made in several prior Council meetings. The hostility
and adversarial approach which the City and this Council have used in their negotiations with Kent
to secure this easement for a Roundabout which few in this Village want to see built is extremely
disappointing. From everything I have known & observed, Kent is a vital and good corporate
citizen - one of the few - in our Village who opens their lands to the public and importantly
preserves the vital character of our community of which I spoke about to open my letter.
Kent has offered to work collaboratively with the City to explore alternative, less invasive, and
less costly measures to mitigate traffic. Why this Council is not willing to work with Kent to
implement some of these more incremental alternatives and instead believes it needs to take such
an aggressive approach, needs to demand/get something from the school, take a large chunk of its
land, and force them to incur significant cost of their own (alongside our taxpayer funds) to support
a Roundabout which neither the public nor the school really support is perplexing.
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I fear that these specific actions of the City and this Council have damaged this relationship more
than it has served the public good. Kent Denver’s silence in this matter speaks volumes. If as
you say there is no damage to this relationship, and Kent is 100% in favor of and fully supportive
of the Roundabout being built, then let them come forward and state this definitively to the public
- free and unfettered of any legal threat or retribution from the City or this Council.
Alternative Solutions
In carefully listening to the many different residents of our Village, I would reinforce the fact that
we are a small community of intelligent resourceful citizens who when faced with a problem or
issue and given the proper voice, time, and notice can work constructively to find many different
creative solutions to the Village’s problems.
I simply do not agree with the City’s FAQ that if the Roundabout is not built then “The two
intersections and the LOS will remain the same.”
We understand there is no “holy grail” or perfect solution that addresses all of the concerns facing
the Village when it comes to the complex issues of traffic; however, there is a strong belief among
many that there are smaller, more incremental solutions that certainly can and should be
implemented first before pursuing such a radical project as the proposed Roundabout. These are
not just Kent/non-Kent, City/non-City alternatives or solutions but to name - just a few - that have
been raised in my conversations with other residents:
- Staggering Kent Start times (starting by 15 min) to ease AM congestion around school
time;
- Adding additional traffic control personnel/cameras or other traffic sensoring technology
east on Quincy towards Dahlia, further north up Colorado towards Hampden, and/or
West on Quincy towards University so the main traffic control office at Kent can better
assess the volume of where traffic is building up that he/she cannot physically observe
while directing traffic;
- Create real carpooling incentives for Kent students/families (i.e preferred parking,
priority/HOV access/lanes, etc) to reduce # of cars;
- Implement stickers/technology that restricts the use of Quincy to only CHV residents
during peak rush hours otherwise ticket non-CHV drivers passing through at peak times
generating additional revenue for the City;
- Install 3-way stop at entrance to Kent forcing all traffic to have to stop and alternate to
allow left-hand turns coming out of Kent a chance to turn;
- Create left-hand turn lane at current Kent entrance for westbound traffic traveling along
Quincy with a pass-through to allow for CHVE traffic/buses to continue on through;
- Prohibit left-hand turns on Quincy in/out of Kent during AM rush hour forcing all
inbound traffic to come from west and outbound to exit heading east improving flow;
- Instead of moving main Kent entrance, keeping main entrance where it is and provide
alternate outlet road at Colorado (that can be used only during periods) where traffic
leaving Kent can directly access Colorado and eastbound Quincy taking pressure off the
bottleneck at the current main entrance;
- Stop-light/Flashing light at Colorado & many more...
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Aside from these alternatives, there are many who feel we should be doing the opposite of the
proposed Roundabout - erect more stop signs, speed bumps, islands, and other traffic
slowing/calming features, even go back to a dirt road (??!!) across Quincy, Colorado, Holly,
Franklin, Mansfield, etc. to slow it all down, discourage outside commuters/Navigation Apps from
re-routing traffic, and preserve the rural nature of our Village.
Finally, another idea proposed is quite simple – just keep it all “status quo.” While this may not
sound like any solution at all, there are some who believe that we are better off living with a little
bit of traffic in the AM, at least in the near term, in order to avoid unintended consequences that
may come with trying to solve the problem. This may not resonate well with our cut-through
commuters or Kent families who do not live in the Village and may be eager to get back/forth to
school quicker; however, many feel this is the right thing to do for us, as Village residents.
These residents remain unified in one position - they do not want to see a Roundabout built
at Quincy and Colorado, want to discourage cut-through commuter traffic across out entire
Village, and very much want to preserve the safety, beauty & character of our Village.
I encourage you to listen carefully to these concerned residents, your constituents, and act
accordingly.
We value all of the time and efforts you all have dedicated to making our Village a better place.
I am happy to discuss anytime and can be reached at (917) 509-2975.
Sincerely,

Michael S. Kim
4245 South Forest Circle
Cherry Hills Village, CO 80113
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Laura Smith
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

KathyJ <bkchic027@yahoo.com>
Thursday, March 29, 2018 3:14 PM
Laura Smith
Quincy

I am totally opposed to this proposal for a roundabout at Quincy and Colorado.
Kathy Johnson
Charlou

Be Kind--Children Hear Its Consequences
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From: Nancy Gooding <nancygooding@icloud.com>
Subject: Quincy roundabout
Date: March 29, 2018 at 3:05:01 PM MDT
To: lchristman@cherryhillsvillage.com, ehoellen@cheryhillsvillage.com
Dear Ms. Christman and Mr. Hoellen I have recently become aware of a proposed plan to create
a roundabout at Quincy and Colorado Boulevard. As a 45 year resident of Cherry Hills Village I
am totally opposed to this proposed roundabout. It is an ill advised idea which will only make the
traffic problem worse by encouraging more traffic to travel through our village in an attempt to
go around traffic on Belleview and other high traffic streets. I don’t think many people who live
in the Village are for this idea..only those who don’t live here and/or looking for a faster way
through the Village. Please hear out the residents of Cherry Hills Village and put a stop to this ill
conceived and unwanted traffic feature. Sincerely, Nancy Gooding, 4800 So. Holly St., CHV

Laura Smith
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

LEE and KATHY JOHNSON <lkj2327@msn.com>
Thursday, March 29, 2018 3:46 PM
Laura Smith
Quincy

I am opposed to this proposal for a Quincy roundabout for many reasons.
Lee Johnson
Charlou
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